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OPINION
■ Columnist Mary Beth
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Murtha
challenges University's
attitude toward sexual
harassment.
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Florida prepares
for Hurricane
Irene as it hits
Miami with
massive storms.
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■ Romantic mystery lacks
excitement as actors lose
interest in their own movie.
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this weekend.
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Lively speaker
By CRAIG GIFFORD
The BG News
College students have
many questions on college life,
and constantly seek advice to
these questions. The Presidential lecture Series is designed
to answer these questions.
The first of the Presidential Lecture Series speeches
took place last evening, in
Olscamp Hall, and was presented by Mary Peterson, who
is currently the associate
d irector of the Office of Student Life at the University of
Iowa in Iowa City, Iowa, where
she has been for 17 years.
Some of her major
accomplishments have included awards such as the University of Iowa Staff Excellence
Award, Diversity Initiatives
Award, from the Association of
Fraternity Advisors and the
National Interfraternity Conference Gold Metal Award.

She has given a great
deal of motivational, addresses
and presentations to varying
audiences, which have included
universities, professional associations, athletic teams, elementary and secondary schools
and businesses.
Her speech, last night,
was designed to
inform the students in attendance of the
courage
to
learn. According to Peterson,
"the courage to
learn
goes
beyond
the
Mar
classroom,
Y Peterson
but is incorporated in everyday
life, as well."
She stated that this
courage to learn, means many
things, including the courage to
learn about others and to make
choices that reflect respect for

others and everything around
us.
"You decide at everything you do, and you can learn
from other people," she said.
Peterson's main focus
in her speech was the core values of the University, which
are, respect for one another,
cooperation, intellectual and
spiritual growth, creative imaginings and pride in a job will
done. These, she said, are what
help us to learn about ourselves, others and the world.
"Core values arc what
help you live your everyday
lives, but can only be effective
through knowing them, sharing
them, debating them and discussing them," she said.
She said respect for one
another is "about caring and
reaching out to others."
The second of the core
values, cooperating, according
to Peterson, comes about

BG Nrws Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
As part of the Presidential Lecture Series, Mary Peterson, associate director of the Office of Student Life at the University of Iowa, addressed the University and said the University core values
can help students in their everyday lives.
Peterson summed up ing out your purpose and why
through fairness, honesty and
generosity.
Intellectual and the value of creative imagin- you are here on earth "
Pride in a job well done,
spiritual growth she said "is ings as being a combination of
not what you learn, but the playfulness and passion. She according to Peterson, is the
process you go through to get stated that this involves "trying
most everything once and find• See LECTURE, page five.
there"

University considers installing stadium lights * Master
By CRAIG GIFFORD
The BG News
Because of the fan participation and enthusiasm at the
night football game, against
the University of Toledo, two
weeks ago, the University is
beginning to look into future
night games, as well as the possibility of adding permanent
lights to the football stadium.
According to Paul Krebs,
University athletic director,
permanent lighting for the football field would cost between
$500,000. and $600,000. Currently, it costs about $40,000
per game to rent out the lights,

which is why the University
believes it might be worth it to
add permanent lighting.
"Because of the turnout we
are currently doing our homework to find out the difference
the lights make and are looking
at other schools and comparing
attendances between their day
games and night games," Krebs
said.
In the history of Bowling
Green, there have been three
night games, all of which,
according to Krebs, "have been
well attended." They have also
all used removable lighting
Many of the students would

like to see the addition of stadium lights, and more night
games.
"There should definitely be
more night games because of
the great atmosphere," said
Andy Swaisgood, a freshman,
art education major.
"You can get more into a
game at night and it is more
exciting," said Don Monda, a
freshman, undecided major.
Other students
believe
adding permanent lights to the
stadium could lead to higher
attendance at the games.
"There is so much to do dur-

"Because of the turnout we are
currently doing our homework to
find out the difference the lights
make..."
Paul Krebs
/tbletics Director
ing the day, it
is more convenient for students
to attend at night," said Amy
Hoepf, a freshman education
major. "More people will go at
night because nobody likes to
get up in the morning, especial-

ly on a Saturday."
Matt Baker, a sophomore
finance major, share similar
thoughts, "You don't want to
wake up at noon on a Saturday
• See LIGHTS, page five.

Partygoers set couches ablaze 9 months early
By GRETA HALE
The BG News
Couch fires that are annually set in May started nine
months ahead of schedule this
year, according to Lt. Tom
Mauk, of the Bowling Green
Fire Department.
Couch fires are commonly
defined as setting couches on
fire in the road or an empty lot.
This activity stems from parties in the area or any type of
"the party atmosphere," said
Cpt. Steve Meredith, of the
Bowling Green Fire Department.
Meredith said there have
been more than nine couch

fires that the Fire Department
had to deal with so far this fall.
Most of these fires occur in the
northeast quadrant of the city,
Meredith said.
Some students think these
are simply pranks that do not
hurt anyone, but according to
Mauk, they cost the fire department money and may delay
ambulance times in responding
to emergencies.
"When the fire department
sends out a fire truck, they
have to hire extra people to
cover the station, which costs
more money," Meredith said
Ambulance
times
are
delayed because the Bowling
,J

^*ii

Green Fire Department is also
in charge of the local ambulance service. Therefore, any
time the fire department is
busy putting out a couch fire or
any fire, the fire department
must call an independent
ambulance service to cover
other
emergencies, which
delays ambulance times, Mauk
said.
In addition to creating problems with ambulance times,
the fires appear to be more
mean-spirited than in past
years, Mauk said. In contrast
to past fires that were mostly
set in the road or vacant lots,
this year some fires were set
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dent said. "I just think a lot
more people are doing it. It is
not hurting anybody. It is just a
little bit of vandalism to something that will be thrown away
anyway."
Other students feel proud
about setting couch fires. One
anonymous student said, "I
think it is not only a fun and
exciting activity to set drunken
couch fires on the weekend, but
it's also our duty to uphold the
tradition of 'Merry Madness'
established by our predecessors here at BGSU."
All three students acknowl• See FIRE, page fire.

BG water meets standards
By AMYJO L. BROWN
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closer to vehicles and cars that
could potentially catch on fire,
he said.
"It might turn from a prank
into a really serious problem,"
Meredith said.
The fire department is called
to almost all of the couch fires,
99 percent, Meredith said.
An anonymous student who
has witnessed and participated
in couch fires said, "we just get
drunk and light stuff on fire
because it looks cool "
Another anonymous student
said that couch fires are becoming more popular
"I think more people are getting into couch fires," the stu-

Bowling Green's tap water is
safe, according to the 1998
Water Quality Report recently
released.
The water, tested for contaminates, meets all Federal and
State requirements and has no
violations, according to the
report.
Bowling Green's water has
long been viewed as unhealthy.
Norm Langenderfer, superintendent of water supply for
BG, said the reason for this
fear is simply because people
at the University are not use to
Bowling Green's water.
"It's a college town. People
come from all over," he said.
"They're use to their hometown
water and our water does taste
different."
Bowling Green's water
tastes different because sur-

face water is drawn from the
Maumee River. The water is
then stored in an above ground
reservoir, which holds 170 million gallons

High nitrate levels in drinking water can cause blue baby
syndrome and an alert is sent
out to the community if the levels reach above a certain point.

Sometimes harmless algae
will get into the water at certain times of the year and
cause it to have a musty odor.

"Adults can metabolize the
ammonia pretty well," said
Joshua Kaplan, director of
health services at the University. "Newborns' livers are not
developed enough."

"Our water can have an odor
when algae blooms in the
(Maumee) river or the reservoir," he said.
Another contributing factor
to the fear could be the result
of a nitrate alert sounded in
Bowling Green in 1990.
Nitrates result from fertilizers put on fields. When it rains,
run-off can carry the nitrates
into the water supply.
Nitrate contaminates are
common throughout nature
and are relatively harmless to
adults. They are usually only
of concern to newborns.

The city is currently adding
new technology to the original
plant equipment in order to
better filter amounts of nitrate,
pesticides and other naturally
occurring compounds found in
the water.
"The water will go through
one additional step," Langenderfer said. "Carbon filters will
remove the synthetic organic
compounds and remove the
taste and odor in the water."
He said the projected completion of the project is May
2000.

named
By MEGAN BREST
The BG News
An assistant professor of
psychology was named Master
Teacher of the Year, a prestigious University award, at the
11th annual Faculty Recognition Dinner Wednesday. Several other University faculty
members were also honored
during the dinner.
Steven Rogelberg, who said
he was "very excited" to receive
the award, said a good teacher
never stops learning.
"I do whatever I can to
inspire and promote students
and to challenge them to be the
best person they can be, and by
bringing the material to life
and giving it texture," he said.
Rogelberg said that he
always tries to talk to students
to determine their personal
learning style in order to best
serve them.
"A good teacher will recognize that students have different learning styles," he said.
Additionally, Rogelberg, who
teaches industrial organization
psychology and statistics, said
the most rewarding thing
about teaching is "having an
impact on students."
During the dinner, the President of the Board of Trustees
Kermit Stroh spoke on the
increasing number of students
that are enrolling at BGSU as
a result of the faculty.
"I am very proud of what we
are doing here," he said. "The
faculty make a difference in
their student's lives."
University president Sidney
Ribcau also addressed the faculty.
"We are here to recognize
the intellectual capital of this
institution." he said. "These
awards represent what is best
about the faculty - they are
critical to what we believe and
do as an institution."
Looking toward the future,
Ribeau said that the University will do their best to build
upon the foundation that the
faculty has providsd.
"Students are choosing to
come here for a reason - we
are distinctive in our relationship between students and the
faculty," he said. "We are in the
process of creating another
generation of faculty who
believe in the success of the
students."
Henry Garrity, chair of the
Faculty Senate, also commend• See DINNER, page five.
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OPINION
How do we stop harassment?
I experienced a particularly
unique situation in class yesterday.
In a class of 13 women, five of
them have been harassed by the
same man. Five out of 13.
This realization came to us
after a class discussion about
rape and assault. A few students
shared their experiences with
harassment to illustrate the
points our professor was making. The similarities among
their experiences were bizarre,
but we overlooked them until
one woman described a singular
characteristic he had. Five jaws
dropped as five women realized
that the man who had harassed
them each was one and the
same.
Five out of 13. In one single
class. A random collection of
upperclasswomen, of varying
majors, from various places,
with various interests, and all
were victim of the same offense,
by the same man.
This of course begs the question "If five out of 13 women In
one class have experienced this

how many other women on
campus have'1"
According to a classmate
who's filed a complaint with the
University against him |I*m not
going to mention his name, lor
his privacy and that of the
women in my class], he has
since graduated
She said that after she filed
it, he committed the same
offense to another woman she
knew. That woman filed a complaint too.
So not only has he harassed
six women - at the very minimum - but he has at least tw ice
been formally accused of it. as
well

A meeting with Judicial
Affairs obviously did not work
the first time, because he continued his behavior with the second woman. And a second meet
ing must not have been very
effectual, because he continued
this behavior with many other
women.
What does it take for our University to protect us? Let me
rephrase that. I can take can' of
myself, and I believe that other
women on this campus can too.
What does it take for our University to take action against an
offender?
Sexual harassment is understood, I think. People commonly
believe it to be a minor incident:
an unwelcome compliment.
In reality, the issue is much
more offensive and complex. The
level of harassment can be quite
obscene or threatening.
A primer in harassment,
example one: Yelling "Nice tits!
out of your car window to a girl
you think is hot constitutes
harassment
"What's wrong
with that?" guys ask.
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Let me tell you: it's wrong
because it presumes a right to
abuse, objectify and manipulate
a woman - simply because she
is a woman.
She certainly doesn't ask for
your comments. She doesn't welcome them. She may act flattered at the attention, but much
more likely she will be faking
that feeling. She may laugh it
off— but it's not funny. And she
doesn't find it funny.
Most likely, she finds it offensive. Disgusting. Crude perhaps Threatening
because
Mm have just startled her from
her own business. Because you
have just made her aware that
she is being watched. Because
you are demonstrating the fact
that you can, or believe you have
the right, to make a comment
like that to a |>erfect stranger.
Five out of 13 women in one
class experienced something
like this - only far more personal - at the hands of one man.
What was done?
To me. this makes an obvious
statement about our University.
We can march all we want,
start all the activist organizations we want, file as many complaints as we want - hut nothing is getting done
Man1 Belli Mnrt/ia questions
the discrepancies between BGSU
policy and actual action. Share'
your thoughts or comments with
her at marym® bgnet.bgiu.edu.

PEOPLE
on the stre
Question:

What do you think about Bowling C.rcen'»
water quality?

Brian Spencer
Freshman
Undecided
"It keeps me
strong ... like an
I ox."

Jerel Pish
Sophomore
English Lit
It hasn't killed
me yet."

Victoria Cramer
Sophomore
Lang. Arts Ed.
""It scares me!"

Erin Doepker
Sophomore
Undecided
"Water ... is that
what they call it?"

Angie Maidment
Freshman
Undecided
"It gives me
diarrhea."

What was learned
from Matt Shepard?
THBSE
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Band members and
athletes can mix
I am writing in response to
an article written by a sports
writer, Mr. Hurm. Mr. Ilurm, it
is obvious you are young and
have so much to yet learn about
life. It shows in your writing,
manner and intent In regards
to your article about athletes
and band members, I realize I
can't judge a person whom I do
not know, but your article was
very offensive as well as another pathetic display of the athlete ego.
Through the entire article
you bash the band and its members with your proud stories of

rot,
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tfti> the Editor
childishness you should have
been cured of When you graduated high school. Well, "grow
up call," Mr. Hurm. You should
realize that yes, different
groups of people with different
interests tend to associate
amongst themselves
But in the adult world (hope
fully you consider yourself .in
adult when you enter college)
those groups realize that each
person is unique and that there
is no specific way to live or mix
with others. You either accept
each other or accept that people
differ in their own respect.
What interests a person is
highly dependent on only them.
When I was in high school, I

was in the band for four years
I was also a three sport athlete
Yet I was able to conduct myself
with civility toward each person
So don't generalize athletes
into your concept of "band
members and athletes don't
mix " What you tried to address
isn't an issue of the ability of
two groups to mix but an issue
of maturity level. So by right of
speech hash band members, but
".lust one more thing," do it in
better style and maturity next
time.
Kristina Manuclla
kristmm@bgnct.bgsu.edu

Coalition blasted the U.S.
House of Representatives for
defeating a measure in July to
bar adoptions by gay or lesbian
couples in the District of
Columbia, calling gay households a "dangerous environment for young children to be
placed into. The unstable and
unhealthy lifestyle of a homosexual practically guarantees
the early death of the participants."
And more than half of the
Republican presidential field
has signed a pledge promising
to protect the "strength of marriage and family" by opposing
civil-rights protections for gay

For just a moment, one year
ago, it seemed like the murder
of Matthew Shepard might
mark a turning point.
Shepard died Oct. 12, 1998.
The- 21-year-old college student
was beaten bloody, tied to a
fence and left to die in the people
freezing cold. The pointlessness
The Family Research Counand brutality of the assault cil, a conservative advocacy
sent a chill up America's spine. group whose representatives
For a short while after his are regulars on the talk-show
death, anti-gay groups seemed circuit, has continued to call
to tone down their rhetoric homosexuality
"destructive
slightly. But soon the venom — emotionally, physically and
and the violence — returned.
morally to individuals, families
A simple bill to protect Cali- and societies," and have issued
fornia gay and lesbian students a new ro|M>rt accusing "homofrom
discrimination
and sexual activists" of an "effort to
harassment in the state's public normalize sex with children."
schools was denounced in newsA Rhode Island Scoutmaster
paper ads by conservative used a photograph of gay Scout
groups as a "homosexual James Dale, who had just sucassault on schoolchildren." Art cessfully sued the Boy Scouts
Cromey of the Committee on for discrimination, for target
Moral Concerns said in front of practice and encouraged his
the state legislature that young charges to do likewise.
"homosexuality may very well According
to
newspaper
be the most dangerous lifestyle accounts he was fired, not
in America "
because such hate-filled acts
Fortunately, more enlight- have no place in scouting, but
ened heads prevailed and a because the use of any human
somewhat weakened version of image violated National Rifle
the bill passed the California Association guidelines.
Assembly by a hare majority in
A California gay couple was
September, with California murdered in July in their
Gov. Gray Davis signing the bill home, and police suspect their
into law on Oct. 2.
killers are also responsible for
The Traditional
Values

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in
response to a current issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column oi letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send It on e-mail to taylob 'bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor*.

Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.

Also, you can check out back issues of the Opinion page on the
web at www.bgnews.com.

Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.

The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is
published daily during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Fall
1999 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors In stories or photograph descriptions.

an earlier string of attacks on
local synagogues. In Michigan,
Semaj Beal shot to death a gay
man, Alden Judge, last February, claiming he had to defend
himself because the victim had
propositioned him.
Around the country, scores of
beatings and bashings of gays
and lesbians have occurred,
regularly reported by the gay
press but often unreported by
the mass media.
Amazingly, our nation's
apostles of "family values"
claim to see no relation
between their rhetoric and this
rising tide of violence. The
groups that are often first to
accuse television shows dealing
with sex or violence of leading
children into bad behavior
claim with a straight face that
their hate-drenched words
couldn't possible have a similar
effect.
Judy Shepard, Matthew's
mom, knows how false this is.
In a recent speech, she said:
"For all who ask what they can
do for Matthew and other victims, my answer is to educate
and bring understanding where
you see hate and ignorance,
bring light where you see darkness, bring freedom where
there is fear and begin to heal."
That is the message we
should take to heart on this
anniversary of Matthew Shepard's murder.
Bruce Mirken is a free-lance
writer living in San Francisco.
He
can
be
reached at
pniproj@progressive.org, or by
writing to Progressive Media
Project. 409 East Main St.,
Madison, Wis. 53703.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website:bgnews.com
Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
Sara Eaton
Brandi Barhitc
Assistant Managing Editor
Managing Editor
Matt Steiner
Clint McDonell
Sports Editor
Copy Chief
Scott Zimmer
Mike Lehmkuhle
Graphics Editor
Photo Editor
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Even newspaper readers can be apathetic
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Just as I had predicted, there was
very little response to last week's Try to
Inspire Some Audience Participation
from an Apathetic Student Body" column. But, unfortunately, Audience Participation custom dictates that I wait for
at least another week before I announce
the Results of my pathetic attempt to
wheedle a response from you, the Student Body. So you jokers aren't off the
hook just yet.
And now, we move on to the real column, which has absolutely nothing to do
with the content of the previous paragraph.
The Actual Column: You Could
Have Skipped That First Part
Because It Has Nothing to Do With
This
If you read the title, you've already
eliminated my being right and you're
being wrong as the subject of today's column. And you know that this column
doesn't concern the material from the
first paragraph, which you skipped anyway if you skimmed the headings, which
is what any teacher will tell you to do
when you begin reading something boring.
Today's Topic is Apathy.
Now you, the Bowling Green Student,
are undoubtedly familiar with the term.
Columnists and letter-writers endlessly

Best
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accuse you personally of being Apathetic, especially when you don't respond to
campus-wide controversies or pathetic
attempts to wheedle responses from
you. But what is apathy?
Ill tell you what Apathy is. Apathy is
not calling yourself lazy because you
dont give a hoot what you are, or how
you describe it. Apathy is not buying
Gatorade because you have to remove
that stupid little foil thing from under
the cap AFTER you've pulled an entire
plastic seal off. Apathy is wearing shoes
to bed and in the shower, or going to
class in just socks. Apathy is not reading
newspapers.
Wait a minute; what did that last
sentence say? Well, it didn't sound at all
like a joke; did it actually make a point?
Surely, an apathetic person would not
want to put forth the energy to hold a
sheet of smelly, runny, inky paper up to
his face in order to read about things
about which he doesn't give a hoot,
right? It stands to reason; I guess we
can conclude that you newspaper readers are really not that apathetic at all.
Of course, we can also conclude that this
paper has an extremely small audience,
if it's true about BGSU students being
apathetic.
These Headings Are Neither Giving the Subject Away Nor Inciting
You to Read the Actual Text
But then again, newspaper reading
doesn't take a whole lot of energy. Also,
one can read the paper without caring
about what's in it and not care enough
to give up the habit of newspaper-reading. You, the reader, could be Apathetic,
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couldn't you? Couldn't you? You might
be reading these very words without
any regard to what they are actually
saying (butstockinurinals). You might
be passing up several opportunities hidden within your reading (emailmeandl'llsendyoufivebucks) without even
knowing it. The Staff and I might be
patronizing and/or insulting you beyond
your perception (youstinkingpusbag), or,
for that matter, your concern. This
paper could have an immense readership without being aware of it (don'tbetonit).
But then again, who cares? Rather
than tie any of this information together or draw any sort of conclusion from it
(take that, English Department; make
me take 112, will you? Ill show you; 111
show you all! I - oops, uh... ahem...), I'm
simply going to leave you with some
pithy meditations on today's subject.
Pithy Meditations on Whatever
Today's Subject Was
-If a Catholic person is called "a
Catholic," couldn't an apathetic person
be called "an Apathetic?"
-Would we have to call the existence
of apathy "Apatheticism," then?
—If a diabetic is a person with diabetes, could the condition of being apathetic be called apathetes?
-Then, would that mean that the
condition of being Catholic could be
called Catholes?
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#1 SATURDAY- What a happy day! No homework today!
#2 FRIDAY - Sure, you have classes, but you also have a good excuse to do nothing - gosh, you've
worked so hard all week.
#3 SUNDAY - Time to calch up with homework, bul hey, al least there are no classes!

WORD

Ohio weather

of the day

Friday, Oct. 15
AccuWeather* lorecast tor daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

oppugn
Pronounced: &-'pyun, 3Function: transiliveverb
Etymology: Middle English,
from Latin oppugnare, from obagainst + pugnare to fight --

ACROSS
1 Korbutand
others
6 Male lurkey
9 Skedaddles
14 Timepiece
15Ga/dnefofOn
the Beach*
16 Check reclpieni
17 IronOide?
19
we all''
20 Remove ties
21 Superlatively
spooky
23 _ Ice Shelf
24 Waldorf, eg
25 Abu Dhabi ruler
29 Pert
31 In abundance
33
Raines. L
36 Fade in the
stretch
37 Old crone
38 Old doth
39 Uncouth clod
40 Ms Thurman
41 Goof up
42 School grp
43 11 on catenflaro

1 : to fight against

2 : to call in question
- oppugner noun

C 1999 AccuWeather, Inc.

"It is right to oppugn apathy.
Sunny Pi Cloudy

Cloudy

Snowws

T-ttomu

Ram

Flurnfts

M« AMOM<*T r°'»si

Snow

let

Fight against such uncaring
attitudes!"
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II

"
''

45
46
47
49
51
52
b4
58
60
61
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

Grow Old
Farm layer
Bra-igs to bear
Some quiz
answers
'AudLanq
Barter
City on the Itysri
River
Bugs
Ashen
Alan Laud classic
More superficial
"BeHefleu'" author
Building wing
Target sighter
Luges
Squirmy catch
Times gone oy

DOWN
1 Happen
2 South American
plain
3 Tracey and
Andrew
4 Spanning

UPCOMING

events

Friday, Oct. 15
8 a.m. - noon
Morning Pick-Me-Up
What a way to start the day:
Women's Ice Hockey is selling
coffee, juice and doughnuts.
Math Science Building.
9 a.m.
Composer to Composer: A
Dialogue with Christopher
Rouse
Part of the 20th Annual New
Music & Art Festival. Christopher Rouse is the guest composer on this year's festival.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
UAO Poster Sale
Vendor will be selling Rock and
Music posters, pictures and
postcards. Student Center
Forum, Saddlemire
Student
Services Building.
10:30 a.m.
Concert
Featuring solo and chamber
works by Averill, Elwood,
Lemay, Matheson and Rouse.
Part of the 20th Annual New
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1999 I'ltxoo Mod a SorvtcM. tnc
Ail "(jris retc-ve-a

CROSS,
word

32 Think a ike
33 Potonius.
Laertes et al
34 Adhesive stulf
35 The
Samurai"
37 Got wind of
colon.

LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —
www.bgnews.com

48 Checked the
horses
49 Fishing gear
50 Actress Loren
53 View twice
55 Disfigures
56 Fal as ice

Noon - 2:15 p.m.
Cheap Skate
Admission $2.50. Ice Arena.

4 p.m.
Women's Soccer hosts Eastern Michigan
The Falcons host the Eagles to
begin a three-match homestand. Cochrane Field.
6:30 p.m.
Artist's Talk
Ken Ferguson talks about the
40 years at the forefront of the
contemporary day movement.
Fine Arts Room 204, Fine Arts
Center.
6:30 p.m.
Artist's Talk: James Leedy
Room 204, Fine Arts Center.
7 p.m.
Volleyball hosts Toledo
The Brown and Orange meets
the arch-rival Rockets. In 19
previous home matches against
Toledo, the Falcons have not
lost to UT. Anderson Arena.

57 Deborah and
John
59 Scottish loch
61 Call tor heb
62 Acto- Linden
63 Had a Me
65 Price ceiling

Life is Beautiful
UAO film. $2 with University
ID. Ill Olscamp Hall
9 p.m. - 10 a.m.
Box City, sponsored by
Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity's annual
campus event to raise awareness about sub-standard housing. T-shirts will also be given
to the first 100 people to arrive.
Area between Saddlemire and
Kreischer.

Saturday, Oct. 16
8 p.m.
Bowling Green I'hilharmonia
Directed b Dr. Emily Freeman
Brown. Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.

Sunday, Oct. 17
3 p.m.
The Beloved Rogue
This 1927 silent film John Bar
rymore and Francois Villon.
Free and open to the public.
Gish Film Theater.
3 p.m.

Women's Soccer hosts Central Michigan
Cochrane Field.

TV GUIDE SECTION
FRIDAY OCTOBER 15,1999
1 6-M I <>:3A I 7:M
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BROADCAST STATIONS
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NmX

Nml

Wheel of
jMsardylX
Fortune IT
»Bcw-0.i5Entertainment Hollywood
Tonight Tonight ff
Square. I
Fuller (In
Drew Carey
Siereo) X
Slew) I
Buelmts RpT Newehour With Jim Li™. I
CBS Evening
New.!

ffi

G£D "ResrAng
Sk-lls V ■ (R)

HSSfiwnM JlmLshnMS

BE

Horn
Impfovmtnl

Mad About
EESQ "Trio
You [In Stereo) Postponement

Simpsons
SU»eo)I

Simpsons (In RBSBJT

SttnoUD
CABLE S I A I IONS

Stereo) X

McLaughlin
Group
Frlmfcnn
Slereol X
'Mandolin
Sle'co.-I

Klda Sly the
Love I Money Now and Again Michael reluses Nash Bridge. "Gel Trouble- (In
(In Stereo) I
10 cca-tNog-Jeoy Mi a spy X
Stereo) I
Damdaat
Bo, Meet.
Odd Man Out- Sabrins.the
Worn I
(in Sleieo) I
Teenage Witch |»
Msfor League Baseball Playoffs: National League Championship Ser*s Game 3 •• Awona
rjaarnondbocts or N Y Mala vs Atlanta Braves a Houston Astros (In Stereo Live) I
Washington
Well Street
[Suzo Oman: The Courage to Bo Rich Rsspng bonefes from '
Week: Memli
spsnaio. money ».se>y (In Stereo) X
Waahlngton
Wall Street
Uvatyhood "Carpool lo Nirvana' ilom.(lnSteieo)X
' Memo
(In Stall
Stereo) I
] Merth r
n "Leviathan" (In
iWcauHMd-YeaioV
Newel
Newaradlo
"Mori
|Sleieo)«
'Plenties'■
Movie: "CharneMn U Oeeoi Unch"(l999, Action) Boot* PhBpi
Sports-Detrofl
A genetically engineered agent laces a hostage sJuaKxi X

^tmrr

Late Show (In
Siereo)!
Newet

EMWI

Tonight Show
In Sleieo) X
Uvetytieod "Carpool to N<vana

If you would like to see
your advertisement
appear here...

In Siereo) IE

Welting for
ChanlsRoes
(In Siereo) X
God
Sw/TnirW, Space Una
"ThsAasmasi (In Stereo) X

BseBrTwr
Stsrso) X

TSaih
Becomes Hen"

Movie: «•• "S»«ef>eArCoYiiroeV!cr(l9SS. Drama) Jamas
Mo«t<: ft Th. FigrlMg Su*V«ri|-l|gM Daama) Anne FJa.le.
Movie: eW Teen-Aoe
IMovte: eH The lhr*aO-(t»57;
Stewart. A protsssionsl bsssbsll pieyer must rsjoti the Air Force.
brotwra meel wlh IrageoV SI Guadalcantl
Cavwnan"(19M). Last. Bradley iHonor) Pamele Dunoan.
Saturday Night Live Jell
Delly Show (F»|WU (ton
Movfa: .W TUtoFraniritCyplPmtraBoidttotllBlooirSaturday Night Live Jason
SMurdV Night Uv. Jeny
Dan*ls. Luscious Jackson
Sin'. Money (1990) A pnvsta eye unearth» e prostitutcn nng run by vampires
Alexander a
SarteUX
Your New Houael
Wild Discovery "Venomous
On tie Instdr "American^
Discovery
Storm Warnlngl "tMrJe ol
1
DISC
SnetSS" (R)
Commandot- (R)
Nowhere
|C<aiimsndos" (R)
Sportacsntir
Auto Racing NASCAR Wrnwn Cv* - Wnsion lAuto Racing:
Ctahamen Truck Senei -- iiuebonnet 566. Ito cVwaM
ESPN
500 OusMylvg From TaHadega. Ala
Tanas Motor Speedway (Live)
5 GO) Movie: et ~Pr* Cadtac'
(ft) (In Siereo) 11Movie: .. -F« fiown SsaVfleW) An »A TMOS i: "Absence of »» Ooonrtiggs. Suapenee) Stephen Batten IChrte RodtJR;
HBO
(In Sleieo) I
19B9)ClintEoslwood. PGI3'
sgenl wageei
wagee a one-man war against posutsrt fr jfwo
I Two troubled
tl oubled CWoclrves loHow Die Irani ol a s.n.1 ka* R X
IbliptMOlMustiy'Bnwradln
Fl«l1tlr«l:TWJtoryo(rhe
2«h Century 'Hostagsl" (
tWuR
MtSpin A History ot«jrv«ll^lZxplortnga^«ondorSaiwWnchTnalaTRTl"
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""
auVertiisi'-g
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Wt Sports
Last Word "
Bodng Fight Night al the Anowhoad Pond. Anahem. Cairi (R)
Hwdcoi.
FOX Sports Ma<n~
FOI Spots KWw.
FS0
(R)
1
Potwroaist: Th. Lsgscy "Song FaraoBpa"ThaFla<"(R)(ln
Hsroulss: Ths Laostidsni
SMsra The Great Worn" fl) (in First Wsvs TJeoaaon ' (R) (ai~ IPonergeeat: Ths Lsgscy "Song
SCIFI Journey. (R) (In Stereo) X
t> ths Raven" (R) (In Stwoo) X
ollr4Rsvsn"f>iSwrso)rat
Siereo) X
Stereo)!
Stereo)X
Home Again IHoms Again ~ mslrtotheWhlleHouHPreee
Demon. Feartn. FUere Ts« PIMs: Spin Doctors (R)
im Pilot.: Worn Flight (ft)
d Demone Fearteaa F
TLC
(R)
_&.
Due South "Chnslown" (In
U^toThMuV>odKlgV|1
BaaaMbeM: McOonalfs Open Cnsmponshap BawkstMl t*&™tisOm<XmcKranfSmlnl-Str\*t<ltncSc>>j<t,s
TNT Siereo)!
Kjunaavt.TeamTBA
Stereo) ra
Team to Be Announced M:ian llary (mSaafsoUaa)
ZatoAKj
JAG "People vsRabb-(in
Movt.: ••• -Carato's rVa/" (1993. drama) Al Pacmo.
Sean Pent, Pvsstgt Aral
Xana: Warnor Prtnoaas "The
Waiier, Teats Ranger
x. SeanF
iovfeT^aVoT
USA r<ec>oning" (R) (m Siereo) X
Slereol I
"Cowboy" (In SWreo* I
iieaw.Msa-con finds ■ hard to esoaps hat former Me rjicrlm.. QnS»reo)lB
fia«i"(19e9iX
Hard Rod. Llv.ile.ss.
Uat "BM Dwa IkMors They" Htatory of Rock 'n' Ron (R) i
Mc^...-Jw«r.jw<Trl.floc»5»vv-(l989.'>am.iA
lLtj.-Be.D~. Behind the
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Of Al I me'
Ware-Star.
Erhsndg»-|H)(inSt««))
Stereo)
producer tracks down th. suivrvng members ot a fJOs bend
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(R)
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5 Hit the slopes
6 Park oneself
7 To an excessive
degree
8 Craze
9 Health resorts
10 International
monopoly
11 Assent asea
12 X on a suiai.ll
13 Put an position
18 Prophets of doom
22 "A Heap o Livm"
poet
26 Sequerce of
isolated
phonemes
27 Angry
28 Gonenlssster
30 Grownup
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Music & Art
Festival.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.

8 p.m.
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Date: 15th century

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603
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Department at 372-2606
or 204 West Hall.
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Turkey quake death toll passes 17,000

Canadian economist wins Nobel Prize

Associated Press Writer
ANKARA, Turkey— The official death toll in Turkey's devastating August quake passed 17,000 on Thursday as more families
registered relatives they had hastily buried without notifying
authorities.
The government count reached 17,118 after authorities in
Adapazari, one of the worst-hit areas in the Aug. 17 quake, were
notified of about 1,200 previously unreported deaths.
The toll could rise further as similar registrations are conducted in other areas, said Halis Coskun, an official at the government's crisis center.
"In the confusion of the first few days, many people took their
dead away and buried them in their hometowns," Coskun said.
"Now, slowly, their families are registering them."
More than 40,000 people were injured in the magnitude 7.4
quake that struck Turkey's industrial heartland, destroying
thousands of buildings and making 600,000 people homeless.

Associated Business Writer
LONDON — A Canadian economist whose innovative analysis
of exchange rates helped lay the intellectual groundwork for
Europe's common currency won the Nobel Prize for economic sciences Wednesday.
Robert A. Mundell of Columbia University in New York developed theories about monetary economics in the 1960s that were
radical at the time.
Yet his idea that more than one country might benefit from use
of the same currency inspired creation of the euro that 11 European nations came to share some 35 years later.
"His work on monetary dynamics and optimum currency areas
has inspired generations of researchers," the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences said. "Although dating back several
decades, Mundell's contributions remain outstanding and constitute th> core of teaching in international macroeconomics."
The academy applauded Mundell, 67, for clarifying how
exchange rates fluctuate when a government changes its monetary policy.

UN: Hunger in developed nations drops
Associated Press Writer
LONDON— The number of people suffering from chronic
hunger has fallen by 40 million since the early 1990s, but most
of the decline came in just 37 countries while much of the developing world saw hunger rise, the United Nations said Thursday.
In its first report on hunger worldwide, the U.N.'s Food and
Agriculture Organization said the number of people suffering
from chronic hunger fell to 790 million in 1995-97. a decline
since 1990-92.
Thai drop would have to increase by 2 1/2 times a year to have
world hunger to 400 million by 2015, a goal set by 186 nations
at the 1996 World Food Summit.
"Unless something extraordinary happens .... we will fall far
short of that target," said Hartwig de Haen, assistant directorgeneral of the Food and Agriculture Organization's economic
and social department
The United Nations has come out with other reports on
hunger, but this is the first effort to make comparable estimates
of undernourished people throughout the world.

Preparing for Irene

STORM RADIO
BATTERY E&..E
RAIN G*

Associated Press Photo
John Rabe, a salesman at C.B.'s Saltwater Outfitters, replaces
sign letters blown off by high winds yesterday In Sarasota, r-la
as the front end of Hurricane Irene moved through the area.
The store was promoting sales of a wind-up radio that works
without batteries.

German, French aerospace Arms to merge
Associated Press Writer
BERLIN — The German aerospace unit of DaimlerChrysler
and France's Aerospatiale Matra announced a merger Thursday
aimed at presenting a European challenge to U.S. giants Boeing
and Lockheed Martin.
Underscoring the importance of the deal creating the world's
third-largest aerospace company, German Chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder and French Premier Lionel Jospin attended the signing ceremony Thursday.
"In the face of the creation of international giants, especially
in America, it was high time to make use of European power,"
Jospin said at the ceremony in Strasbourg, France.
The streamlining of Europe's aerospace industry also
improves chances for transforming Airbus Industrie, the No. 2
commercial jet maker, into a private company that could compete
more efficiently against industry-leader Boeing.
The company formed by the combination of DaimlerChrysler's
DASA and Aerospatiale Matra will control 76 percent of the fournation Airbus consortium.

Hurricane Irene, still weak, only brings rain to Cuba, Florida
Associated Press Writer
HAVANA — Hurricane Irene
dumped heavy rains across
parts of Cuba this morning,
prompting authorities to evacuate tens of thousands of people.
The storm, expected to creep
north toward Florida, was
already battering Miami with
rain and forcing tourists to

leave the Keys.
Although still a weak hurricane, Irene worried forecasters
because it could gain strength
after it crosses Cuba, especially
if it spends a long time over
water.
"The longer it stays down
there, the longer it has lime to
crank up," said National Hurri-

cane Center meteorologist
Michael Formosa. Irene was 65
miles southwest of Havana, or
170 miles south-southwest of
Key West, with 75-mph winds
at 2 p.m. EDT
The hurricane was expected
to hit the Tampa area by Sunday. Tourists have been advised
to leave the Florida Keys, and

heavy rains were blamed for
causing some traffic accidents
in Miami today.
In Florida, a hurricane
watch and tropical storm warning covered the outer 72 miles
of the Florida Keys, including
Key West, Marathon and a
national refuge for tiny deer. A
hurricane watch also covered

140 miles of coastline in southwest Florida, from Flamingo on
Florida Bay in Everglades
National Park north to Boca
Grande.
Hurricanes normally lose
strength crossing land. But if
Irene begins moving north — as
is expected soon — it would
weaken very little crossing the

narrow strip of western Cuba,
and have time to build up more
strength before it hits Florida.
Up to a foot of rain was
expected in parts of Cuba, and
authorities evacuated about
130,000 people from communities in western and central parts
of the island.

Che little Shop
30% off

Planning For New

Selected Items

Union Sa,e

Sale Starts 10/18 • Ends 10/22
•Cards»Gifts«Film
Processins»Clothinfi*School
SuPPlies«BGSU Merchandise*
University Union
BSchaigc
M-F 8:30-5:00

^ 2 !•!

372-2962
XkQ^U^k SrSL03^MiC!^U<«%
Sigma Kappa ia going back
to the Wild, Wild West
Michelle Oarlock and Frank Dickman
Rcna Snytcr and Geoff Crosson
Danielle Markcl and Matt Strcdney
Lindscy Deutsch and Shcreif Danial
Kim Speers and Brandon Baroni
Katie Naymik and Brad Belaski
Krisli Goodpaster and Malt LaSalvia
Knsten Pengelly and Dan I.aschinger
Andrea Graves and Kurt Thomas
Alicia Bruck and Greg Rinehart
Beth Brigger and Robin Hovelock
Amy Schlcgel and Chris Schlachter
Christina Hunlzinger and Zach Bradley
Jen Stecdman and Josh Hicks
Andrea Ansled and Jeremy DeLorm
Betsy Nooney and James Calevro
Sarah Knebel and Jason Link
Rachelle Krcbs and Jason Waterman
Morgan Dixon and Sam Pietrangelo
Gina Lantman and Josh Malloy
Stacy Schapira and Chad McGrain

i

Susan Haas and Jeff Kopec
Alycia Humphrey and Kevin Scheuerman
Lesley Nadeau and Larry Heckman
Amber Skoch and Dave Potz
Heather Kolling and Brian Camargo
Jayme Jaworski and David "Gator" Young
Katie Bach and Mark Cahill
Amy Richards and Jamie Altizer
Rachel Gundy and Jose Rodriquez
Monica Jacobs and Blaine Wellington III
Erica Close and Chris Bahnoen
Laura Sergerlin and Brandon Roth
Jennifer Laurito and Dustin Harrison
Steph Dillon and Keith WrighJ
Abbie Lepiarz and Jack Kelley
Angela Ingram and Marcus Young
Mel Offutt and Ryan Roberts
Jenn Carducci and Greg Chandler
Sara Gngsby and Brian Engleman
Kelly Haase and Randy McEntee
Marlie Rerucha and Darren Louis Hykes

t

t
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LECTURE
Continued from page one.

ability to respond to one's job.
"I'IK core values are
what will go to make this a premier learning community,"
Peterson Baid, "it is your right
to uphold them and your
responsibility to demand them
from faculty, staff and other
'students."
"What counts is not
what I do but bow I feel while I
am doing it." she said.
The 200 students, faculty and staff who attended the
speech were able to come away
with a great deal and learn a lot
from what she said.
"It was very encouraging. This is going to make me
look at myself and think about
everything I do," said Shawna
Talley. a senior, special education major

"I found her speech to
be very inspirational, and I was
able to learn a lot about tin
University through her incorporation of the core values,"
said Alexis DeAnda. a junior,
social work major.
Marcos
Popovich, a
junior, ethnic studies and Interpersonal
Communieat ions
major, had similar thoughts
"It was very thoughtful of her to
incorporate the core values into
what she said because it
applied to us more."
"I enjoyed being able to
do the core values, because it is
fun to talk about the basis el
the student's lives," Peterson
said.
The five core values of
Bowling Green can only exist il
everyone helps them connalive," Peterson 'aid

DINNER
Continued from page one.
ed the faculty on their dedication to challenge the young men
and women ol the future.
During the dinner, several
other University faculty were
honored for there work. Burton
Beerman, professor of music
composition, who received the
Olscamp Research Award, said
he loves work because "I'm curious and it's important."
The Elliott L. Blinn Award
for
Faculty-Undergraduate
Students
Innovative
Basic
Research/Creative Work went
to Dr. M. Neil Browne. Distinguished Teaching Professor of
;Economics
"I am happier to win this
iaward
than
most
others
because the winner has created

an impression that hi' is help
ing students with their future
careers," he said. "I lee I very
happy about the activity that
the award celebrates."
During the dinner I.. Travis
Chapin, assistant professor of
technology systems, was given
the President's Award for Academic Advising of Undergraduate Students.
"To be an effective advisor,
it's essential that students are
convinced that you care about
them and their education.'"
Additionally
the
Distinguished Service Award was
given to Judy Adams, associate
professor of medical technology
and Jodi Maney, assistant pro
lessor of educational teaching
and learning, received the
Young Scholar Award
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Educator says young Latinos need attention
By IRENE SIIAKON SCOTT
The BtI
Approximately 30 students
gathered Tuesday, in the Tall
Koom . third floor Union, to
learn and discuss issues affecting Latinos m education.
According to Jose <). I.una, a
Hispanic outreach teacher of
Toledo ptibli< schools and University alumnus, there is a 68
percent failure rate among Hispanic students in junior high
and high school. Furthermore.
Hispanics represent 1.4 percent
in Ohio, yet in prisons they rep
resent 10 percent.
He believes parents need to
plaj a role in the success of
their children and set priority
"Parents must he involved in
then child's school, know their
child's teacher anil check up on
their child's performances," he
said "It is important to let
teachers know that you care
and are involved "
He also said parent participation plays a crucial role in
the overall function of the
schools
"IVe walked through schools
with trash in the halls and
cockroaches.' he said. "Then, I
will go to another school which
is like 'Leave it to Heaver ' Parents need to be involved vocally
and he active in schools"
In addition, parents must
need to set high expectations

lor their children and teach
t hem aboul roalil y the impor
tarre ol academic success
Most students have low
expectations," he said. "Their
focus is not on the Inline, but
on how to survive da) bj day
We need to start setting i on
Crete examples for our children,
and leaching them the role
math and other Subjects play in
their lives."
,
I.una also discussed initiatives which schools need to eon
sider, such as block scheduling
and teaching students the connection between subjects
"They should bring it all
together, not isolating any one
subject," he said "This is a successful form of learning."
Additionally, schools need to
go into the neighbor and get
parents involved and educate
th.-m about their roles which is
to have a higher rate of expel
tation and a multicultural curriculum, which includes the
contributions
of
every
ethnic/racial group
"When I was in school. I didn't read about myself in histor)
books," he said. "Blacks were
always m the slaver) section
And there was only a para
graph on Frederick Douglas I
teach a whole course on Frederick Douglas."
Other issues I.una discussed
were the lack ol problem solving skills in Hispanic children

and the importance of Hispanii s voting and being knowledge
able of the system.
"The system is not going to
work, unless you take part in
it," he said. "Otherwise, interest groups are going to dominate "
Luna's interest in education
was peaked at BGSU He was a
member of the Latino Student
Union, active in campus politics, liaison to the Gay Student
Union and through these organizations he began to want to
make a difference
I see teachers as the most
crucial in society." he said. "I
Bee mysell as a revolutionary
and have the ability to teach
people to think tor themselves
Some of his efforts to direct
students onto the right path
and learn the value of education involves sending letters to
parents in English and Spanish
trying to organize meetings to
discuss a plan for action In the
past, he would pay bums to
Wait and harass students for a
half hour and make them realize the value of getting an educat ion
Additionally, he organized
two career days lor his students One featuring vocational
jobs and another with professional jobs He said S out of 10
jobs will he vocational, not college bound
Attendees of tile lecture said

the speaker o|K'ned their eyes
to issues they weren't aware of
and was inspirational.
Alexis DeAnda, a junior
social worker major, said she
grew up in Toledo public
schools and came to the lecture
to learn more about issues
affecting Latinos in education,
since- it pertains to her major.
"I want to work in schools
and direct students on to the
right path " she said
Although the statistics of
Hispanic drop outs are high,
DeAnda considers herself fortunate
"It hurts that so many children dropping out," she said. "I
am aware that I could have
dropped out if it weren't for
Toledo social workers. They told
me that without school, I'm
nothing and that I wouldn't be
happy, I would have a low paying job and have 20 kids. It
would be a lot easier with educ at ion behind you."
Karyn Lewis, a freshman
theater major, said I.una was a
very informative, and wonderful speaker
i learned so much from
him," she said. "He's a great
inspiration for Latinos in Toledo, students on campus and
other minority groups I envy
the fact that I didn't have the
honor of having this man as a
teacher"

nag

In Memory Of

Get excited for
PHI Ml
PHIX-UP
Saturday Night.'

FIRE
• Continued from page one.
edged that the fires were set by
intoxicated students
One student said. "I would
say definitely intoxicated to an
extreme extent "
According to the students,
the couches are being thrown
away and students want to
light them on fire.

Mauk said he hopes that stu
dents are getting couch burning
out of their systems so that it
will not be as popular in May A
small number of students have
been caught burning couches in
the past and prosecuted.
"They have been charged
with felony arson and lined,"
Mauk said "In all cases they at
least had to do community service "

r

PUMI

PUMPKINS'.!

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
•Indian Corn
•Squash (6 varieties)
•Fall Decorations
•Corn Shocks/Broom Corn
•Gourds

LIGHTS
Continued from page one.
and walk all the way out to the
, field."
;
Even if lights are not added
• to the football stadium, stu
.'dents can still look forward to,
> and expect. future night games.

as the athletic department
hopes to recreate the energ)
from the Toledo game.
"I am excited about the pos
sibility of more night game-.
whether or not we get permanent lights is still being looked
into." Krebs said.

BG News Photo/ MIKE
LEHMKUHLE

Ashley Roper attended the
Matthew Shepard Memorial
Vigil with her friend Clayton
Smith, last night in the Union
Oval. The event featured speakers and vocal performers.

KRONE'S
Corner Bowling Green Road East and Si Rt 105
(Follow Wooster Slreet 2 miles East of BG)

OPEN DAILY 10-6

is now accepting applications

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

if you strn/e to be a leader in either...

BIG Sandwiches

I
I

13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green. OH • 353-2526

NOW RENTING
Sg8*5

"'"ih So,

poa L/'Xfoo
'ooni

'°orn

Valid From 5pm-9pm • Mon - Sat.
Good Thru Nov. 1st

ijunorvn***?'09
n.siiwast*' *
^,,oioFa»'99

*&-

\JU

Tickets: $17.00
BGSU Students/Seniors $12.00

'"ana
T^ETMEMBEBSHIP

CHERBYWOOD
HEALTH SPA

•Scholarship
•Athletics
•Social Sert/ices (volunteers.

Religious Groups, and Campus
Activities
•Journalism (Speech & Mass Medial
•Creatit/e and Performing Arts
join one of the NATION'S IARGEST and
most RESPECTED leadership honor society.
Just stop by 330 union and pick up an Application!
(Must be a Junior or Senior and in the
top 35? of their class within their collegel

Jl

f

University Dining Services, the Student Union,

line/ Mid Am Hunk are pleased to have sponsored
this program for J2 years, /'lease make reservations by calling University Dining Services

I

Mat.
$3.00 J

*Adm.

Welcome the Holiday Season
with us at the 32nd Annual
Olde English Yuletide Dinners.
This unique event will be presented
at 7:00pm Friday, December 10 and
Saturday, December 11
in the Grand Ballroom of the
Bowling Green State University Union.

\&*
PIEDMONT
2 Bedrooms

]

Omicron Delta Kappa

24 Hour Towing

»"38jss&.
*»8?*

i

127 N. MainB.G. * 353-1361

www.greateastern.hollywood.com

MYSTERY,
ALASKA

R

Nightly 7:00 9:30
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 4:30

BIG DADDY

Friday

Adam Sandier EH 12 Midnight
4th Anniversary Rocky Party
October 30

Catering Office at 372-695/ or Mid American
Bank and Trust Company at 419-352-6506 or
419-249-3300 Ex. 6209

M-F 8-4:30
Come see us for a complete listing of locations
PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 Maple St.
419-352-9378

Tickets purchased at BGSU "lay be paid for by .W>. Hig ('harge.
debit dining idea, or by a Vna, Mastercard, or PIH over charge.

Every Saturday 12 Midnight

1
HimiBiii—inl

LU
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The BG News

Friday, October 15, 1999

NOW

Ana Pereira and Tony Recznik
NOW Co- Editors
372-6966

Character flaws plague romantic mystery
ERIK PEPPLE
The BG News
In the new
romantic mystery
"Random Hearts,"
Harrison
Ford
sports a stud in
to
his car. While this
isn't really of
importance
to
anyone, it should be noted that
the earring does look swell on
Mr. Ford's lobe. It does not look
good on Ins character. Dutch Van Harrison Ford grimaces in "Random Hearts
Den Broeck (stop laughing), a
straight arrow Washington DC.
love Story ancle of "Random Hearts" is effective.
cop.
It's not often we see a big-budget Hollywood
Why do I bring up such an admittedly minor movie that gives us a roundelay on the theme of
detail''
unfaithful spouses. There's fertile territory to be
Simple. It just represents the considerable mined in a love affair between two people who
gloppinesa and randomness in the screenplay. are victims of adultery and the unfortunate passWritten by Kurt Luedtke. "Random Hearts" ing of their mutual others
wants to be an insightful, mature love Btory, a
However. Pollack and Luedtke throw in a
brooding cop melodrama and a trenchant expose lame subplol about a case Ford is working on.
of dirty political dealings. Hut Luedtke and Why'' So an obligatory car chase and shoot out
director Sydney Pollack cannot maintain a con- and can be tossed into the mix. Ford's case grinds
sistent tone, nor do they even seem to under- the movie to a halt anytime it's mentioned.
stand their characters and motivations.
Tin' other subplol involves Thomas'character
The plot revolves around Ford's wife dying in in a n election bid None of this is interesting
a plane crash with her lover. Ford becomes because none of tin- peripheral characters are
obsessed with unraveling the mystery of why his Interesting. They're all ciphers floating around
wile was cat- in service of a movie that doesn't really know
ting
around what it wants to be.
with the husThis isn't I lie fault of the performers. Ford
band of eondoes .1 nice enough job as a man too angry at his
gresswoman
Kay Chandler wile's betrayal to feel remorse for her death. And
(Kristin Scott Kristin Scot!
Random
Thomas, while
Thomas i
Hearts
While
Fords not in top form,
peels back his is adequate
STARRING:
wile's
send
Harrison Ford
' Kristen Scott Thomas
life, he eventu- if a bil wooden.
neither
ally meets with But
[The BG News says: Aj
Chandler and actor can sal.strong stad, but a sloppy
suddenly
an vage the movie
'and slow finish breaks
affair
built for the duration
.'Random Hearts."
from anger and of this plodremorse
has
dingly slow picphoto provided begun.
Kristen Scott Thomas shocked
This is all ture.
By the end,
after learning of her husband's well and good
In
Mm amp (ha MOT anl |M • now*
death.
fact, the both Ford and

'"American Beauty' will quickly find its place
in the category of unique masterpieces such as
"The Graduate, 'One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest9
mAVrdinar]People."
Ki.t.ar.l n.M.er. ll\R}*llt- l.\/\\K

Thomas look seriously bored.
For the first 45 minutes, as Ford discovers his
wife's infidelities, the movie is an interesting
investigation into obsessiveness. Ford echoes
James Stewart in "Vertigo," as a man trying to
rebuild the image of his perfect love. If Pollack
had trimmed away the fatty subplots and
focused on Ford slowly going mad with obsession
while trying to find love with Thomas, then he
really would have had something.

Hearts," namely a sweaty, violent sexual confrontation steered more by anger than lust
between Ford and Thomas that truly captures
what is going on in their minds. For the most
part, though, there is an interesting romance
yearning to break free in "Random Hearts," it's
unfortunately saddled down by a leaden pace
and obtrusive subplots.

A few moments shine through in "Random

10-15 99/1 jind Of The El Jaminos/Easy Street
10-Ifi-9 /.lukehnx Snul/Easy Street.
Toledo:
10-15-9J /Dokken and (ire it White/Stranahi n Theatre
10-19-9S /Brother JT3 and Oneida/Main Event
Cleveland:
10-16-9! /lievis Frond/Spekk In Tongues
10-16-9! /Fred J. Eaglesmith/Wilbert's @ Th<| Diamondback B
10-18-9! /Tonic/Odeon Concert Club
-tOn^-99/CHnt-BIauk/PalaccTireatrg
10-19-9! /George Clinton & The Parliament Funkadelic/ Agora Theatre
10-19-9! /John Paul Jones/Odeon Concert Club
i HI ii ml us:
10-16-99/Ben Folds Five/Newpdrt Music Hall
J
10-16-9! /Berlin/Easton Towi^Center
^_ ^/
Detroit
10-15-99/A11 Star United/Temple Baptist
10-15-99/Len/St. Andrews Hall
10-15-99/Tubes featuring Fee Waybill/State Theatre
10-16-99/Christian Death/Si Andrews Hall
10-16-99/Hardknox/Motor I-oungc
10-17-99/Elvi* Costello/Stiite Theatre

Does your summer job
go above or below your

educational experience

"Great script. Great directing. Great acting. Great movie."
I'rlrr Tratrn. RlHJIM. Mil\l

KEVIN SPACEY

ANNETTE BENING

AMERICAN BEAUTY

Maybe you should
check out our

free

resume
builder

DREAMWORKS PICTURESWESENTS
»JINKS/COHEN COMPANY raouaioh
SPACEY ANNETTE BENING
"AMERICAN BEAUTY" THORA BIRCH
AILIS0N1ANNEY PETERGAUAGHER
MENASUVARI WESBENTLEY
CHRIS COOPER"0?. THOMAS NEWMAN
rJHSBW CONRAD LHAU,uc
"•"S BRUCE COHENs DAN JINKS
Mn
T!ALANBALl'",n8SAMMENDES

'Ohio
WORKS 5
www.ohioworks.com

°© w**T $8 ntotsxz
UTI,

DKIAMWWKS
PK7TITRES

win muM B» i •» : u amaioacorj

WVnVWWON.dM/AMfBOWUim

Now Playing in Theatres Everywhere

i

Ohio's number one web site for job seekers and employers

\

I

TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY OCTOBER 16,1999
12:00 I 12:30 I 1:00 I 1:30

I 2:00"

2:30

I

3:00 I

3:30

4-00

4:30 ] 5:00 V 5:50"

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

Paid Program

Paid Program

Piid Program [Paid Program

To Be Announced

College
College Football Alabama at Mrsstswpi or Flonda al Auburn (Live) X
FoottaM Today
College Football Mich^an Sute at Purdue. PR] X

College Football Ohio Stale ai Penn Stale (Live) iff

Dufcatttll McOonaJcfi Open Championsrw Final - Team lo Be Announced w
College FootbaN Southern CaMorma at Noire Darr e From South Bend. Ind (In Stereo Lrvej X
*ri Antofiio Spurs IMilan Italy (In Stereo Lrve) XI
Victory Oarden Router
Burl WoH:
Thia Old
New Yankee
Culinary
In the Wild "lemurs Wah John
Hometime; Log vVoodwrlghf. Chn.lin.
Travels
(R)I
WortahopX
HouaeX
Workshop I
Home
Slwpx
TrawleD
Adventure
Cleese" (In Swap) X
Michigan Out- Northern
I Victory Gar dan
Thia Old
New Yankee
Homelim?
Chela of
Julia t
Justin Wilson Joy of Painting Simply
Perennial
cl-Doors
Experience
House B:
Workshop X.
Cucina Am ore Jacques
Painting
Gardener I
Col
M I
NFL Under the More Than a
V.I P. Mamne's latest .nventior I Herculee: The Ijagendary
Ha|or League Baaaball Pteyorre: A/neican League Championsha)
Xtna: Warrior Princees
QameX
Helmet X
switched with a nuclear device
Journeys "Rebel Wan a Cause" Succession' (In Stereo) X
Senes Game 3 •• Red Soi or IntJans vs. Rangers 01 Yankees
Movie: • • * '-RoDtn Hood" (»973. Adventure) Vocesol Peler
IMovie: **t ■Oac*fie*uy'(IW4. Drama) Sean Bean. DavT
Home
Home
Improvement Improvamanl
Ustinov. Animated Robin protects Pie animals ol Sherwood Forest. Thewfcs. Based on Anna Seweirs novel of a horse's life n England

©

vsssr

Sow

©
©
©

CABLE STATONS
AMC
COM
DISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST
FS0
SCIF1

USA
VHI

HO v.. Movie: •*♦ ~Lovet\thc Movie: ••*** "S^w .and OeitorV'{l949, Drama) Vtcior Mature [Movie: ••', Sodom and Gomorrah '(1963. Drama) Stewart Granger, Pier Anget. Stanley Baker.
AffarnoorT-(i9571QaryCooper CecjB DeMiHesaccount ol Hie strongman ar>dh.snerr.etit. a
|Gor/iwratiiwaaahedomsis«itheiwr b-blicaiernes X
Comedy Showcaae "Damon
Win Ben
I Win Ben
{Movie:* -VarmQu*,2 CVi the Move" (1991) W««m Ragsdale A SMurdevMrAtUveJuianna IKWelnthe
iKIds In the
WayanyMar gjret Chp
Stein'a Money Stein's Money clerk frees a cursed peasant Irom her mannequ*' body.
Moore Backstreet Boys
Hall
H*n
Discovery
(Discover
Sharks of the Golden Triangle Science Mysteries "Between
Ultimate Guide TRe*' (R)
Into the Unknown' Sl'ange
US S. Forrestal - Situati
NewelR)
(R)
Ue and Death" (R)
iMageime (R)
CrrUcallRi
Beings and UFOV (R)
College Football Indiana al Wisconsin (Lrve)
Hone Racing Spinster Stakes PGAGorl Us Vegas Invitaionai-Third Round Las Vegas (Live)
Live)
Reverb Beck. Sebedoh. Ftobyn [Movie: *t«* 'Trf.wic"i0997. bramaf Leonardo DtCaprto, Kate Wnslet Oscar wnmng account ot the Movie: 1*qu*mtctlitonte"Vmi Suspense) CtinsMulkey A
Ktcncock <R) (In Stereo)
|ooomM i9i?oceankner (In Stereo) 'PG-U(Adult lenyiage. «** sauatcoe. wjlence)X
ldiscpxfceyfir>dsherseBccvv^eqediosomemiiroe's NR
Sell 4 Spin: A History ot Advertising t.plonr.g the wwtJol
[Tool Bench: HandToolaThe"
Strange Diaappearance of the [Sworn to Secrecy The htstory ol Tool Bench: Power Tools
adveriis»ng. (R)
Anasazl(R)X
the Offcoe of Strategic Services Power tool mauslr/s success X hislory ol hand loots (R) X
College Football Bowling Green Slate at Akron (Lrve)
College Footba Alabama-Birniangham at Crcmnati (Lrve;
Slide's -The Great Work" (R) (In
II 001 Movie: "Green Ltrgend [Movie: »* ' Vwpjo's Kiss~{im, Horror) Nicolas Cage A
[Dark Skies'PJoi The
Ferscape 'The Flax'' (R) fin '
m\ [1982, Science Fiction)
romanx encounter leaves a man lea;u.^. 'or his soul (In Sie"eo) X AwaKening" I
Stereo | E
Billion Dollar Fun Theme park World a Most Arruuing Animal Animal ER A Philadelphia
Coeelermanla A roaer coaster
Home Again
(Home Again
Case Reopened "The Zodiac"
club called First Drop. (R)
animal hospital. (R)
movie attractions. (R)
Reecues (R)
(**)
(F»)
H 00) Movie: •*** "fioc*y*,(1976|AbO)ier
Movie: *** "Rocky III' (1982. Drama) Sylvester Stallone. Burgess
Movie: ••* "Rocky tf"(,979. Drama) Sylvester Stalone, Take Shire. Burgess
ices the odds lo make lomethevj of himserl
' suges a remaichwancnampionApoaoCreed
MerecWh A merciless coniender lorces Rocky mlo a title match
Walker Texee RaAger ''Money Movie: •»• "Sea of Love" (1989. Drama) Al Pac.no. EUen Barkin John Goodman A HovRKat* Scent at a Woman" (1992. Drama) AlPacro.ChrrsO'Donrvei! James
detear.e becexnes mvohred with a murder suspeel (In Stereo) X
Tafcs (In Stereo) I
Rethorn A blind man ntroduces a sludeni to He's pleasures (In Stereo) X
Movie. ** "Grease2"(i9e2. Mus-cal) Maxwell Caulheld. Micheie P1e.Her. Evu
pi 30) Behind the Music
Movie: t>« Pirp»Ft3»i'(i96<.Musical)Prince ApoflOna Kotero. Moms Day A
Thor (P) (In Stereo)
musoan overcomes stiff opposition lo become lamous (In Stereo)
Arden A British exchange student laHs lor a female gang leader (in Stereo)

Sandwiches & Sweets
1039 Haskins Road. Bowling Green

Phone: 352-0763
FAX: 352-8802

Campus Appreciation Days:
Every Tuesday
• No minimum purchase for delivery
(Noon til 7:00 PM)
• On a pick-up of 5 or more sandwiches
the "go-fer" gets theirs free
• Show vour student ID in the shop and get
10% off your purchase

SATURDAY
T 6:00
CD
O)

I 6:30

College Football Alabama al
Mississippi or Fkxioa at Auburn
3 JO) Collage Football
■tehipan Slala al Purdue, (live]
NevraX

Bsir

®

Auatl.i City Umlu "Boi
Scaggs" (R) (In Steteol
Tfawala in
ITravala In
EufOpa
Europe
■Nor League Baaaball
PtayoHa
UvlngSlngla ILIWng Single
(In Slerao) X
(In Stereo) Jt

I

7:00

I 7:30

I

8:60

I

8:30

I 9:(Xl

I

0:30 I 1(1:00 I 10:36 I 11:00 1 11:30

Early Edition "The Iceman
Martial Law "24 Hours" (In
Walker, Te.ee Ranger Way ot
laketn- (In Slereo) X
Stereo) X
tha Wanor-(In Slereo) I
Tail "Louie ano Movla: aaa'i AeoOo '3^(1995. Drama) Tom Hanks, Bill Pajnon.Kevr) Bacon Based on the true
me Nice Gi/I"
story ot Ihe 41-laled t970 moon mission (In Slereo) X
Draw Caraylir" Major Laagua Baaaball PlayoHa: National Laague Championsn>o Ser*s Game 4 •- Arizona
Dateline IStereo) X
Sterec) X
Diamondbacks or N Y. Mats vs Atlanta Braves or Houston Astros (In Slereo Live) X
New Red
Lawrence Welk Show
Ballyklssengel I s me < rand
Going Placee "Madrid" (In
New Red
'American PastimesGraan
Graan
opanrg
irgolQui
ot QTjiglay's gol course Slereo) X
AnUqueiRoadehowiRi;w
Keeping Up
Keeping Up
Lawrence Walk Show
?oTng
igPlacaa Madrid" (In
American Paslimes'
Slerao) I
Appearances Appearances
Slerao) (Pan I ol i) I
Salnlald The Frtandalln
X-Files The Pine Biutt Variant"
Copa "Palm
ICope "Vironia Amarlca'a Moat Wanted:
(kt Slarao) X
Wig Masler X Sterec) X
Beach'' |H) X Beach" (R) I Amarlca FlgMa
Flghta lack X
Fresh Princa
NBA Praaaaaon Baakatbal Detroit Pistons vs. Philadeipha 76ars ynnd RapS
IMaflin Credit
Mich Ivol
Ol Bat-Air X
Caah
Efploilon

ProrUarlln
Slereo) X
• •• "ThetmiA
Louise"[t99l)
Saturday Night
Live (In Slereo)
Austin City Urn te CM 97s and
Whiskeylownpertorm i;R)
Miasissippl: River ot Song (Rj
(In Stereo) (Pan l ol 4) X
Mad TV |ln Stereo) I
Movla: ««t "7h» Seoucrwi ol
Joe rynan"(l979) Alan AkJa I

CABLE STATONS
AMC
COM
DISC
ESPN

Movie: »»• "Tucker The Man and His Draam"(lfll
D-a-'H J-"
s An inventor struggles lo produce a baiter, talari aaulo
Saturday Night Live Ganh
Man Show
IwlnBan
B'ocws. Robert Duvall X
■Bets.7amb«- SWna Money
How Did Dinoaaura Fly? (Rj
Storm WarrOrvg-Uddkioi
Nowhere" (P)
College FootbaM Syracuse at Virgin* Tech (Lrve) X

Movie: •#•'; rjCsr:'"a r."^' (1955, MyslarylCaryGri
Movie: •* "So rrV r SnoW(i966. Musical] David McCa'ium
[lorrner Ihiel is suspected whan crvria plagues the Hiv^'a
Perlormeis aiciude Bo CkMley Ray Charies and Joan Baez
Comedy Showcase "Damon
Pulp Cornice V Premium
South Park
[Strangers With [Man Show
[Movie:**
WayansyMargaietCho'
Jm Breuer
Blend
'Pmi«Eye"ff ICandyiRiX
"Bets/Zembic" "A/heads"
Sun Storms
Wild Discovery "In the
JueUce Fllee The M*ia cf a
New DelectlvM Case Studies
Company of Bears - Black Bear
Cnwunar
n Forensc Science" (TO
College Football Sour heastem Confe'ence Game -Teams lo Be A/inounced (Lrve)X
1

,

Movie.** "F.'9«ffteS*y"(i993. Sc*nce F»cton) 0 6. Sweeney 'Movie: f«cei,«nfCac^ers 'l19W!Couregeou$ IComedy Malf- Movie: tee* *T*famc"( 997. Drania)LeorvarooM^prio 0^:arAnAmonelumbeoaci«m.msr^v.asaPOuctedbyaw^ PG-131 | prosecutes risfc all to bus! the COM htostra X
Hour
inning accounl ot Ihe doomed 1912 ocean tnet PG-13':
More Earth Mover* (R) x
Big DtaMasaaohusetts Central Hietory'* Loet i Found X
Wrath ol God; Disasters In
Century: Americas Time Over I Century: Aieerice'e Time
Artery "unrval Protect (R) X
America Torrenis ol Death'(R) the Edge 1936-194 V (R;
' Homefront 1941-1945" (R)
FOX Sports
Football AiabemaColege Footta*. Iowa State at Missouri (Lrve)
FOX Sports News'
FS0 College
B*Tn»nghe*n at Cncmnaii (Live)
Newa
First Wave Decision" fRf ;in
Movie: *** ,'T>i*<i.osrBc¥s"(1987, Horrc) Jason Patric Aboy's Movie:*** "The Lo$l Boys'
Movie: **'J "A Nqhtmtra on Elm Street 3TRSffl Wa/rors"
SCIFI Slereo) X
' 987) Teens unite lo rid themselves ol a mu'derer s rtluence
(1987 Hcror) Jasor Patnc I
0*0111** lai'Si with a pack ol teen-age varrpires ;in S<e'eo S.
Case Reopened Black t
Secret
World
ol
Rio
Secrets Revealed -i1
World s Most Dangerous,. [Rj Secret Worid ol Rio ;R)
Case
Reopened
'Lime
TLC
Boiden" (A)
Movie** -Rocky IV ^96$, Drama) Sylvester Stallone. Talia
Movie: **' i "Jazw Chans Firs/ StM" (19%, Adventure) Jack* Movie:*** "Amm*Fafn-(1999) Voices ol Keisey Grammer
TNT
Sfure Vengeful boxer Rocky Bafcoa laces a Oeady Soviet iigMer
ICIUYCI d
Ct>an. A Hong Kcig cop I jhts to recover
a aturcit
stolen iiiav
nuc cat
ear Adiiiaou.
warhead rarirr
Farm aimtiais
arnmals »iejup
siage a icxutt
revel aua
aja^s! :r-«?tr '.^.df masters. HC
j
y
Mov.e
BovEi .' i "Friday" (1995. Comedy) Ice Cube. RE Long BMth Movie:.. "WiarBaacn"tl996)
Movie:
***
""Cartfj's
Way'
(1993.
Drama)
Al
Pacino.
Seen Penn, Penekjpe Ann
USA
« South Central LA- ponder repayatg a dealer. (In Slereo) X
IJermaine (Huggy) Hopkins X
Milter An e«con finds it hard lo escape his lormer Me ol enme (In Stereo) X.
SCMT
Pop-Up Video" List Sti>iest
[Storytellers Meat Loaf' (Rj (in [Saturday Night Live TwentyBehind the Music Weird Al
"Paul McCartna, t Friends.
Before They
IBetoreThay
VHI
(R) (In Siereo) Femaie Artist" Stereo)
PET* a Millennium Concert
Were Stare
Were Stare
Five: The Music (R) (In Slereo) YanlCTc' (R) (In Slerao)
HBO

SUNDAY OCTOBER 17,1999
I 12:00 I 12:30 I lURf

~nw

2:0(1

1-Atl

I

1:0ft

V.M I 4:00

LOOKING FOR GREAT DEALS?
Check out our coupons in the
campus phone directory!

352-7677 ■ 128 N. Main Street |

5:00 I 5:30

~X-W

BROADCAST STATIONS

CD

Na Today I

ffi

Coach Gary
Coach Gary
Movie
(Paid Program IPald Program
FinMI
Blackney
Movla: ••• fjalon »»Bu»"(l996, drama) Rchaid Baber Men IGravtly Gamaa Provtdence. RI .(in Slarao)
el divarsa Pactorrxrnds irawl to Ihe MJion Man March
American Photography: A Century o(
Mow Mm has been utilized in the 20th century X
Market to
[JournaT
Market I
Christina
WoorJwright'a lAmarlcan
Thia Old
IHome Cooking Breaking
America Sawa Saving-Nancy
ShopX
Woodahop
House £
Bread
Cooks'
Fo« NFL Sunday (in Slereo) X NFL FootteJ: Mtmaeola Vlungs at Detroit Hm oniiac Silvardoma. (In Stereo Lrve X

©
ffi
ffi
ffi

NFL Football Cleveland Browns at Jacksonville Jaguars Alltel Sladun (Lrve) X

Movia: a* "Kounran'ejr~(1997. Drama) Bruce Payne. Corbii
Bemsen A plan to unload bogus bills backfires lor two trends

NFL Postgame Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program
lr Slereu
Auto Racing Indy Raono Laapsie - Lone SurSOO. Texas Motor
Speedway in Fort Worm. Texas X
Major Laagua Baaaball Playorte Nalonal League Chamrxmsrte
Series Game 5 - Oamonooacks or Mels vs Braves or Astros
McLaughlin
IMcLaughlin
INova "Tme Traver' (In Slerao)
One on One
Group
Our ol tha
Lawrence Walk Show
Derknasa
American Pastimes'
BMNpl X
NFL Football Green Bay Packers al Denver Broncos Mile M^ii
Stadium (In Slarao Lara) X
Movie: •• The DtHi fot:e (1966 Adventure) Chuck Morns. Lea
Marvwv A rMjackjTQ leads a band ol commandos to the Middto East

fX

Movla: aa'i 'Navy SEALS' (1990. Adventure) Cha'',* Sheen An
gate honing lorce tracks Middle Eastern terrorists

CABLE STATONS
AMC
COM
DISC
ESPN

James Dean: A Portrait (R) X
Premium Blend ;R) X
Battle olWdway: A Twist ol
FateiR'.
II 'Ha Countdown

Movie: ■*■ ' Rebel Without a Cause" (1955, Drama) James Dean. Movia: «** "Jack & Sarah"(1995. Comedy-Drama) Richard E
Natalie Wood Aditifaaainadleen-ByrdrJlslcwarddeliTquiancy
Granl A wig^er linds the perlect nanny tan unskilted waitress
Com -Praaanta I One Night
Young ConedtanafR)
Pulp Comlca V iPrtmlum
I>ana Carvey: Crltk'a Choice
Stand
Jim Bteusf (fl) Blend (R) 3C
(R)
On Ihe Inside AjTiencan
On Ihe Inside 'Vietnam's
On the Inside Marine Corps
On the Inside US Navy
6c<< Camp" (B)
S6AUMHJ
Commandos" (Rj
Hekcopler Heroes* (R)
Auto Rackig NASCAR Winston Cup - Wnston WO. From Talladega. Ala. (Uve) X
,

Royal Famillea 'Take Her,
of live World
She's Mine"
One Night
Comedy HaltHour
Stand
Riddle ol tha Desert Mummies

<5>

PGAGoH: Us Vegas Invitational
-Final Round Las Vegas (Lrve
Movie: aa'i "GoodBurger
(l997)KelM.tchell PG'TC
Emplraa ol Induatry "War
Planes d Work) War II" (R)
Women'a College Vofleyball

Movie: ... 'tesA*serei)fes '{1998. Duma) Uam N^eso-i A
llnventori' Specials (R) (In
Movie:*** "77w TusktgeaAawiifri''(t995}LaurenceFishburne
Fiencn lugttive is putsueilby an oosessedpolice officer 'PG-IJI Sieieo) U
An al-Mack squadron ol fighter peoti serves m World War 11 IB
lOWjUovta: -..') "foKe* Automobetei "Porsche S11" (R) MvtUrif a of Eutar Island (R) lEmptres of Industry "Victory al Empireaoflnduetry "A-x]rew
and Bsck - (1965) Aud-e Murphy,
:;
Sua Mass-Pioducmg Uberty
Cameo* and the Age ol Steel"
Tennis WIA Swis! OMCMIJI jaTE t l)»«lT»»tand
FOX Sporte
FS0 Auto Racing FiA Formula One ■• Malaysian Grand Pnx Kuala Lumpur. MeJeyiienc I ' Mraiaajpii
News Rewind
Movie: a* "Puppet Aaaster 5
Movla: t'i Puppet Waster II (1990, Horror) EUatelhMadetan
Movla: t. "Puppet Masts'•> Toutvi's «avenge"(l99i) Guy
Trtk "The Conscience c4
SCIFI Star
Ihe King" X
Rotle Toulon turns his muideious mar^neltnwojinsHhc Nans g TheFnalChaplef'(l99«)
Psychic invosl^arors aie ailacked by home«la puppels 3T
Speed Demons: Fearless Fliera San Frandaco Quake: A Matter
Hoeae SJV'
HomeSewy
Hometime
Hometime
Home Again IHome Again
Extreme Machlnee "Ultanale
TLC
ol Seconda (Ft)
'AdrHion" (R)
Speed Machetes" (R)
Addaion" (R) (Ft)
(R)
Movie: aae'i "The Birds"
mtSeHeMolavaMght'Ttie
Movla: • ati Jackie Chans First Slrrte "(1996 Advent/re) Sdfi Movie' ••• "Sftne' (1996. Drama) Armei MueHer-SlahL Noah
TNT Famiy
(1963. Suspense) Rod Taylor.
Chan AMcriglQingcoplicaSlsloracovwaalcaannugiaarwarhead Tayky Gilled pianisi Davrt Meagolt Dames mental atness
imi^SSecret" (In Stereo) I
"Pharfleach"(l996.Comedy)A
IMovIa: aat "Big"(l98a) Tom Hanks A 13-year ■
II 001 Movie: "Voung Indiana Movie: aa'i WA Funk' (1997, Comedy) Ernie Hudson. Pam flovS
USA Jones-gprng Break"
"y
lun at the sunsua old boy is IwiaJorrned rto a 35-year -old man X
Gner As.an youflts adapt to liee tnoslly Waok rvairi^bomood 3C
rotund leen and his pal head out
lor lunn
IMovie nOcfNeHon Onontl Teen k»f'( 1999) Gregory Cakukts
Bel ore They
Where Are Thai Now? ifl) (In |Movla .. "Sweetwatet A True Hock Story" (1999. Drama) A
Before They
VHI
Were Stars
producer tracks down the surviving members bl e '60s band'
Based on the Me and career o\ the lamous pop savger (In Stereo)
Ware-Stars
Steteo)
HBO

HIST

m

BOX CITY '99
Live bands such as:
Chester Copperpot
Empty Bottle
10 Forward
Jukebox Soul \#/\«/
Cympol
Pizza and pop and hot chocolate
T-shirts
Prizes
Don't miss out!!

M

rooii

SUNDAY
I 6M I 6:ib I 7:00 I 7:30 I 8:00 I 8:30 I 9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 I 10:30 I 11:00 I lli3V
BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
CD

©
©

Movie: "S* Hope" (1999, Drama) Famh Fawcen. A woman tights
I Touched by an Angel "The
| Latter" (In Slereo) X
to preveni the sale ol ihe lamer larmhouse. Premiere. (In Slereo) 3B
Snoope "Higher Calling'' (In
IPractice "Legacy" (In Slarao) X ttSeXUovla .. "TheLOTr<>»ll.i>rUM'sPnUe"(ige9, Adventure)
An<naled A vengelul lioness threalens Pnde Rock tin Stereo) I
Slereo) I
Movie:
"Mr
flock
n'Hem
The
Alan
freed Story" (1999. Biography)
Major L..QU.
Delellne (In Stereo) X
Judd Nelson The triumphs and Iragedvss ot disc icdusy Alan Freed
Plaraflt: NXC
Parlies' (In Slereo) I
PlayoHa.MLCSGameS
Crown 4
Edltora
Maaurpkace
Theatre'
Aristocrats"
(In
Slereo)
Lawrence Walk Show
Liijendeay Llghmouaea (A) (In m the Wild "The Eleprvantsol
Country (R)X
kKka With Gokte Hewn" (R) I IP»n2ol3)I
'American Pasbmes
Slereo) (Pan3016)31
AnUnsurtaMaJoiJIot
In
the
Wild
The
Elephants
ol
Maatarpkace
Theatre
"Aristocrats"
(in
Slereo)
Tony Brown's IRellrjionVoyage to the MllkyWay
loman II" "Lrvetg on Rufc" X
Journal
"Leavavg Earth" (R)B
InOaWBi Gokte Hewn" (R) I
(Pad 2 d 3) X
Ethlca
IMaJot League Baaabal Playotla: American LeagueChampainehip!Senes Game 4 - Boston Red Soi or Cleveland
(400)NFLFoottell GreenBaylackmai
Denver Broncos Mat High SlacW ■
jlnoians vs Texes Rangers or New York Yankees (In Slereo Live) X
IRBSdaTET INewaX
[Sporta-DetraM
h'onie
[Ho™
IStar Trek: Voyager Tinker."
IStar Trek: The Neit CenenHon IFrlendaJn"
Slereo) X
mprovement Improvement Tenor. Doctor. Spy" (In Slereo) |"TlvaCkjtragaouaO>ona"X
|Slereo)X
CBS Evening
NevraX
ABC World
Newa Sunday

Parents of the Year

60 MlmrlMllnSMraoix

nffidWaiaiTB

IftoferEberli
lhaliovlee.lt
PeneacoU:
WlngaolGold
Green
(Otl Air)

Essay Contest
"The most valuable lesson
I learned from my parents
or caregivers was..."

CABLE STATIONS
Movie: .«a "The Long Gray L«ie"(l955 Orama) Tyrone Power. Maureen O'Hara. Movie: m TheMasterorBaaanrrae (195311'
5 30) Movie: te^ "Take Her, She's Mine"
Behind tha
Sccaash brc4harsanaaga<i'iaroasajkig rivalry X
Ward Bond. Based on Many Manor's Mearrva ot service to West Poail.
1963. Comedy) James Stowan. Sandra Dee
Screen
Movta:».'i "Slr«ies"(l9ei.Cc<rvady)BillMuiiay.HaroldRamis.WarrenOeles A |Coa»-Ptaee«m
Young Comedians IR)
Dana Carvey: Critic'a Choice
COM (R)
"PmkEye'I
toy ride lakes two Army recruas across enemy Imes
,
Harrying Tribe ot ihe Amazon I Intimate Trutha ol Ihe Caneaa" FBlfili"H.<d Gun'(R)
Mummies: The Reel Story (Rf Anaconda: Giant Snake ol Re Tattoo! Beauty, Art and Pain
DISC
Tribe
Arnaaon Studyrva the anaconda IB;
Sportaceniat
Sportacenter [NFL Prinvetime NFL Football Wauijigton Redskins at Anrona Cardnals Sun Dev- Stadium (Live) I
15 00) PGA Oorl Las Ve(
ESPN Invitational •• Fjial Roun (Live)
CWaRockjB: Reverb (R) (In
MovH: as Tkyefbers'l'SSb. rionance) Sandra ftatocO
ISeiandlhe
[SeTamTBie
ILarry David: Curb Your
15 IS)Mc^:aa'.4-Good
HBO Burc«y"(l997)KelMilche» 'PG newly divorced sngle mcffier linds love et her hometown PG-13'
(InSaareo)I
Stereo)
City (In Slereo) City (in Slereo) EMhuelaem Laity David X
iTakaadale Gun-Luger"(R)
Sworn to Secrecy The Kremkn Hlalory Undercover "Mystery c MMSary Blunder^ "The Bay ol
Emplrea ol Indlialry- "Tmberl"
HIST
Pkjwtksaslei al Dan Ban Phu"
operatives who spied lot Staan
'iports News
FOX Sporta Newa
FOX Sporta
I
Gobi-Deep
15 00) Women'a College
Boning Sunday NohlFights- Larry HoaitHVt. James
ISO Volleyball linos at Maneaota. "Bonecrusher" Smith
Burning Zone "Blood Covenant'' VWaar "Maactes" (in Slereo) X Tafcas From the ITataa From"bW
15 X) Movie: -Pupp« Master 5 Dark Skies "Pilot Tha
Outer LMiKa "Phobos Rung"
SCIFI The Final Chaprer" (1994)
Cm*
Crypt
'In Steie-.i) .?
Awakerang"3I
In Siereo) I
Man ol the Shroud
•eewhyranc
LH. In the EA The stalt Myeterioue Man m the Shroud Loat Ark (R<
TLC Paramedics' House Calls" (R) Trauma:
a
t\
fHQntianie
staughtert.
ol Legacy Emanuel Hospital (R)
Ilokywood Saaulee Jodka Foatar An Amertcan IHoaywood talutaa JoaX Foatat: An American Movie: *«vi -Fokel-11990,
B.i5)llovle: eeavi TheBaW 1963....
*e) Rod Taylor,
TNT
Drama) Jodie Foster. Scott Baio
TyoiHedren A amal shore town « attacked
thousands ol Duds CtMOMtmeoaie Trtjtna JcOe Foaler is honored
dnametieque TraXita Jod» Foster > honored
QvaE "Lady Evf' (In Stereo) X Lewi Order: Special Vktkna
LaFemaaeNhHa-Ooanng
(4 45) Movta: .a. -Bio- (1988. IWreelkng: WWF Sunday Nighl PacrTk tkaa -Gaskght" (In
USA Comedy) Tom Hanks 1
Ural "...Or Jusl Look Lie One'
Heal. X
Stereo) I
Night Jeteti" (R) (In Stereo) 1)
BehmdtheMualcTh.
Saturday Night Uve twenty-"" Behind the Mualc The legacfoT
Where Are
Movie: a* "Grease?"(l»62. Musir^) MajnwllCaiifteld. MajvalePlealeTTvi
VHI
1970s rock band Thin
Five: Tha Muak IR) (m Stereo) l»70l rock band The. Lujy |H)
They Now
Ardan A British exchange student lass lor a lemale gang leader (In Slereo)
AMC

Srar

s^ii»F7S5Sir

pasr

Submit a one-page
essay telling why your
parents deserve to be
Parents of the Year.

tour

MW

i5yM

All essays into 330 Student Union
Any Questions, Contact Rachel
Fulkerson O 372-2343
Deadline is Wed., Oct. 20th
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Falcon Time to fly with big birds
soccer Hockey opens season vs. top ranked Eagles of Boston College
hosts
EMU
By DAN NIED
The BG News
One is a rebuilding
team that reminds
Falcon head coach
Buddy Powers of his own team
a few years ago.

By PETE STELLA
The BG News
After what BG women's soccer coach Tom Piccirillo called
an "interesting" weekend last
Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
the Falcons return home to face
two of the top teams in the MidAmerican Conference.
The Brown and Orange host
Eastern Michigan today at 4
p.m.and also host Central
Michigan Sunday at 3 p.m. Both
of these conference matches will
take place at Cochrane Field,
home of BGSU soccer.
Last weekend, BG tied Ohio
0-0 and also tied Marshall 3-3.
Both of these matches went into
two overtimes. The Falcons
record moves to 5-4-3 overall
and 2-2-3 in the MAC.
The Falcons came back from
a 3-1 margin to tie the Marshall
game. Piccirillo decided to pull
sophomore goalie Sarah Gawel
and play with an "11th" attacker. Junior Michelle Lisy scored
two goals to help BG earn the
tie.
"Sunday (vs. Marshall) was
dictated a lot by the weather,"
Piccirillo said. "We had nothing
to loose when we pulled the
goalie so I decided to try it. You
don't see that a lot in soccer
because it usually doesn't work.
It works more in hockey."
This weekend, the Falcons
face some tough competition.
Eastern has compiled an 11-2
overall record and 4-0-2 in the
MAC. The Eagles remain the
only unbeaten team in the conference and also bring a sevenmatch unbeaten streak into Friday's match.
"We are expecting two, good
games this weekend," Piccirillo
said. "Both teams we will be facing are doing very well. Central
has one loss and Eastern is
undefeated. We are going to
take the John Wooden approach
and do what we need to do and
let the opponents adapt to it."
The Eagles are coached by
Scott Hall, who is in his first
year as a collegiate head coach.
BG holds a 1-2-0 lead in the alltime series against the Eagles
and a 1-0 advantage over Central.
Central enters Sunday's
match with a 10-3-1 overall
record and a 5-1-0 conference
mark. Their only conference loss
came October 8 with a 1-0 loss
to Northern Illinois.
The
Chippewas are in their second
year competing on the varsity
level and are coached by Mark
Salisbury.
Falcon starting goalie Erika
Flanders, who missed last weekends matches due to injury, has
been cleared to play.
"Erika has been cleared to
play and we will make sure she
is ready to go before the matches," Piccirillo said.
After the battle of the Michigan's this weekend, the Falcons
continue their homestead by
hosting non-conference foe
Jietroit Wednesday at 3 p.m.
The Brown and Orange then hit
the road again to complete the
■trio of the Michigan's by facing
Western Michigan next Friday
at 3 p.m.
Falcon note*:
BG has posted a 1-0-1 record
against the 1998 MAC regular
season CO-champions, by tying
Ohio and beating Northern Illinois.
Lisy has assumed the Falcons
career scoring lead. Her two
goals at Marshall gave her 33
career points.

The other is the number one
team in the nation.
Both test? are of equal
importance.
When the Bowling Green
hockey team travels to Boston
this weekend to challenge
Boston College Friday and
Northeastern Saturday they
will be looking for consistency
and a positive prelude to the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association season.
Boston College was ranked a
preseason number one by U.S.
College Hockey Online and The
Sporting News. The Eagles
return 15 letterman from last
year's team who reached the
'Frozen Four' in the NCAA
tournament.
They are guided by former
BG head coach Jerry York.
York's team features two Titan
All-American selections in
defenseman Mike Mottau and
forward Brian Gionta.
"BC is strong on Defense,"
Powers said. "They've got a
great group of forwards and it's
a huge challenge for us to go in
there and play."
Their ranking gives Bowling
Green's players a reason to be
excited for the game.
"We're very excited, this
gives us a chance to prove ourselves. I think it's a great
opportunity," Junior Defenseman Doug Schueller said. "We
beat Michigan State two years
ago when they were number

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Two fledgling Falcons, freshman forwards Tyler Knight (23) and Ryan Fultz will be a part of a Bowling Green squad that will try to knock off No. 1 ranked Boston College tonight.
one and I don't see why we can't
do it now. I have a really good
feeling about this weekend,
guys are playing well and it's
gonna give us a chance to be
noticed."
Northeastern, like the Falcons last year, returns most of
its starters from a losing season. In '98-'99 the Huskies
turned in an 11-20-3 record.

They return 22 letterman and
only four seniors.
Powers understands what
kind of teams the Falcons will
face this weekend.
"Northeastern is a team that
has all their players returning,
they're somewhat like us in
that their ready to make a
move in their league," Powers
said.
"BC plays the game

uptempo, they roll over their
guys they just go after it.
Northeastern is gonna be much
more system conscious the
game will be played along the
wall and it will be a grinding
game. Both games will come
down to athletes executing
under stressful conditions."
• See HOCKEY page Nine

Volleyball face Chippewas, Rockets
By NICK HURM
The BG News
Momentum is on the side of
the Bowling Green volleyball
team heading into a key weekend of Mid-American Conference play.
The Falcons (9-8 overall, 3-3
in the MAC) are on a three
game winning streak and hope
to carry it into the weekend
when they battle rival Toledo
tonight and Central Michigan
tomorrow.
BG turned the tide last
weekend with an emotional
come from behind victory over
Kent State. The next day the
Falcons won a convincing three
set match over Ohio. Last
weekend has helped set the
tone for the Falcons going into

tonight.
"Last weekend I think Kent
State turned the page for us,"
senior setter Heather Greig
said. "We are not taking any
team lightly. We just want to go
out and win."
Home court advantage plays
a big role in the series. The Falcons hold a perfect all-time
home record of 19-0 verses the
Rockets. The figure just makes
the rivalry bigger between the
two teams.
"Toledo always plays up for
us," Greig said. "It's just the
Toledo-BG rivalry, they're right
next door. It's like a kid living
nearby, you always want to do
better than them."
The Rockets are 4-13 overall
and 1-6 in the MAC. Their lone

MAC win came last Friday over
Northern Illinois. BG holds the
overall series lead 36-7 over
UT. Last year the Falcons won
both contests.
"Every time we play Toledo it
is always a good match," BG
coach Denise Van De Walle
said. "The match is always competitive and the fans get really
into it. It's just like any other
sport."
The Falcons have already
had success this season against
Central Michigan. In the September 24 meeting at Mt.
Pleasant, BG was victorious
over the Chippewas in three
sets (16-14, 15-10, 15-6). CMU
is 5-11 overall with a 2-4 record
in the MAC. Despite the victory, Van De Walle believes her

team struggled a little with the
Chippewas and believes the
Falcons are a better team now.
"The first time we played I
think we were a little nervous.
We are playing much better
than we did in early September.
We are playing with more
desire and determination."
BG started out the conference with a 1-3 record. After
beating CMU, they lost to
Western Michigan, Ball State
and Miami- the toughest beginning schedule in the MAC.
WMU and Miami are both in
first place in their divisions
while Ball State is a close second behind the Broncos.

Cross
country
looks for
wins
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
The BGSU men's and
women's cross country teams
will run on two separate courses this weekend, but the goal
will be the same, to run the best
race possible.
The Falcon men are headed
to the University of Cincinnati
on Friday for a 3:30 p.m. race.
Coach Sterling Martin is looking for a good race from his
team.
"Cincinnati is a chance for
some of our guys to get out
there and race well," Martin
said. "It's a chance for our guys
to go out and race on a fast, flat
course."
The Falcon men will again
be without the services of Tom
Kutter. BG hopes to have him
back in the race for the MAC
meet.
Coach Martin is especially
pleased with the performance
of freshmen Dave Larson and
Nolan Fahrer.
"Dave is running extremely
well for us," said Martin. "He
put in a great summer and put
himself in a position to really
help the team this season and
it's paying off for him. He has
probably been the most consistent guy for us all year. Nolan
Fahrer has been a pleasant surprise and a big plus to the program."
The Falcon women will travel to Bloomington, Indiana for
the NCAA Pre-National meet.
The race is set to start at 10:00
a.m. on Saturday. First year
coach Cami Wells feels her
team is ready to go out and put
it all together this weekend.
"We just need to get somebody out there and I think they
are ready to do that," Wells
said.
The Falcons will again have
the goal of having all seven
runners finish the race this
week. If they succeed, it will be
the first time since their first
meet on September 11 at Ohio
University.
Freshman Briana Killian is
one of the underclassmen that
has already made a strong
impression on the Falcon team.
This will be the final chance
for BG to run before the conference meet on October 30. With
no clear leader, coach Wells and
the teams goal is to win the
MAC title this year.

Falcon football tries to take Zip out of Akron
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
"It's time to take a stand"
were the words of Bowling
Green football coach Gary
Blackney during his weekly
press conference.
Starting with the game at
Akron, that's what he wants
his Falcons to do especially

after a tough 2-4 overall and 13 Mid-American Conference
start. He knows that it won't
be easy since the Zips are not
the walkover team of old.
"We really screwed up the
Kent game," Blackney said.
"Other than that, we've faced
the top caliber teams in the
MAC not including Western
Michigan. It starts with Akron.

We have to make sure that
what happened at Kent (falling
behind) doesn't happen at
Akron."
As Blackney also noted,
Akron plays well at its home —
the Rubber Bowl. The Zips
have every reason to be confident since they are winning a
lot more games than they're
used to. They've already
equaled last year's win total
making it. Four of their first
five games were on the road.
"To go through that swing 32, 2-1 set it up for our home
games," Akron coach Lee
Owens said. "It'll loom big vs.
Bowling Green. To get through
that start is a really big plus.
There is a sense of confidence.
We still have to work on not
getting complacent. We haven't
had those problems in the past
but those are good problems to
have."

BG News Photo/BEN FRENCH

The Zip offense begins with
quarterback James "Butchie"
Washington and the emergence of redshirt freshman
Brandon Payne. Akron ranks
third in the conference in rushing offense averaging 192.3
yards per game so tackling and
fundamentals are important
for the BG defense.

The running backs run
BG receiver Robert Redd catches a touchdown pass over behind a Zip offensive line
Miami's Michael Adam* In the the third quarter of a 45-13 loss. anchored by senior offensive
guard Dan Wessman.

"Week in and week out, the
coaches have put us in the
right positions," BG middle
linebacker Chris Haneline
said. "They've made the right
calls. We just haven't executed
it. We have to go out wanting
to make the tackle. It's not
wanting anyone else to make
the tackle. It's you wanting to
do it."
The Falcon secondary is
probably relieved to see Washington has passed for just 854
yards completing 72-of-126
passes with six touchdowns
and five interceptions.
Washington's top targets
has been receiver Jake Schifino who has hauled in 25 catches for 310 yards. Wide receiver
Lavel Bailey has 20 catches for
325 yards. After giving up 302
yards passing against Miami,
some personnel changes were
made in the secondary.
"Right now, we're a prime
target," BG senior safety Will
Sullivan said. "But we're competitors. If they pick on you,
you have to pick back. I hope
we pick (intercept) some of
those."
On the other side of the ball,
something will have to give.
BG's passing led by quarterback Andy Sahm and the
sophomore threesome receiving corps of Kurt Gerling,
Robert Redd and Aaron

t,

Alexander ranks fourth in the
MAC at 222.7 yards per game.
But the Akron secondary
has allowed just 160.7 yards
per game good for second in the
MAC. Safeties Jon Eaton and
Nate Johnson pace the attack
and lead with team in tackles
with 41 and 38 tackles respectively.
"It's a real challenge for us,"
Alexander said. "They're probably one of the best secondaries in the MAC. They play
well together. We have to go
out there and make plays. We
feel we're one of the best
receiving corps in the MAC."

GAME #7
Akron (4-2)
hosts
Bowling Green (2-4)
12 p.m. at The Rubber Bowl
Radio: WBGU 88.1 FM ,
Chad Olszewskj and
Phil Prusa
Air TIrnej: T1 a.m.
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Men's Soccer travels to play Huskies Tennis faces tough
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BO News
The Bowling Green men's
soccer team hit the road hut
night in search of points and
answers in what to this point
has been a rocky season.
The Falcons (4-7-1, 0-1-1
Mid-American Conference) face
Marshall (4-7-1, 2-1-1) tonight
at 5 p.m. and return home for a
match against Northern Illinois
(6-7, 0-3) Sunday at 1 p.m.
With only five conference
games remaining, BG needs
every point it can get.
"For sure., these are two very
big games for us," junior forward Zac Olson said. "Marshall's field is really small and
it is a great home field advantage for them."
Falcons
goalkeeper
Ty
Fowler was named MAC Scholar-Athlete of the Week after
allowing just two goals in BG'.s
5-1 victory over Bucknell and 11 tie with Western Michigan
Oct. 8 and 10. Fowler leads the
MAC in saves per game (5.751.
BG assistant coach Rub
Martella said that statistic
could be a mixed blessing.
"I look at it as a statistic that
Ishowsl he is working too hard."
Martella said. "If you play good
defense he shouldn't have to
save as many shots. It's great
that he is saving them."
Martella pointed out that
Akron's goalkeeper only sees
three or four shots per match
The Zips are defending MAC
champions
and
currently
ranked 19th in the NSCAA poll.
Signs of improved offensive
balance showed up in last
weekend's matches. Besides

competition on road

two goals from leading scorer
Chris Dore, the Falcons got two
goals from Tony Malik anil DIM
from Kevin Wisniewski Friday.
Sunday it was a Fred Degand
header that earned BG a point.
Olson said the Bucknell
game was a step in the right
direction, but it is too soon to
know if the team will continue
to get goals from a variety of
sources.
The Herd may be looking for
a little revenge after the Falcons knocked them out of the
MAC tournament last season 20.
"They beat us on that field
two years ago so kind of want
to prove that we can win then,
too," Olson said. "We want to
prove we can win on that field.
[Northern Illinois and Marshall] have been pretty physical
in the past so I expect them to
come out and play hard."
Marshall's scoring punch is
spearheaded
by
freshman
Byron Carmichael who was the
MAC player of the week for
Sept. 21 and is currently the
10th leading scorer in the conference.
"Marshall has been up and
down, but at their field, it's a
different story," Martella said.
"It's going to be an ugly game.
With 22 men on such a small
field, it is going to be a kicking
match."
Martella said he expects
Marshall to have a physical
team with strong play in goal.
"They play low pressure and
their weakness is in controlling
the ball," he said. "We will go
out high pressure and make
them give up the ball "
The

Falcons

don't

By MARY BETH WILFONG
7V B.; Newt
Hnih ihe men's and women's
tennis teams .ire on the mad this

weekend playing in their toughesl tournaments ol the lall season.
Men's Tennis
The men's learn had a change
in schedule due to the cancellation ol the Kentucky tournament They arc now oil to Cambridge. Mass. to compete in the
Harvard Fall Invitational. Teams
participating in the event arc
( olnr.ul.' State, I larvard and
Princeton
"\\c are real lucky lo gel into
one ol Ihe best i.ill tournaments
in the nation, coach Jay Harris

Said. "I think it is going to be .1

BG News Photo/BEN FRENCH
BG back Chris Kraft heads the ball away from Niagra.
much about Northern Illinois
yet, according to Martella The
scouting reports have been contradictory but the team lost last
year's top scorer.

know

This season, the Huskies arc
lead by Dan 1'ansi. whose 9
goals and 2 assists place him
third in MAC scoring with 20
points Dore is fourth with 17.

big 1 ha'lenge lor the guys
All three schools the Falcons
are up against are ranked in the
top forty of the nation The host
Harvard is in the top twenty,
( olorado is In the top tbirtv and
Princeton is in the top torts
Harris said thai the team has
been concerned about their doubles play, the) have been working on it all week Having onh
one member from the team playing doubles at this level before
and onl) lor one year. It is a lot of
inexperience, but the guys ire
playing with a lot ol uiniidcnce
ami the) are able to play ofl ol
eat b other.
Women's Tennis

The women are heading to
Bloomington Ind. to play in the
I lousier (lassie Invitational.
s< bed 11 led to play against them
are host Indiana, Kansas State,
Middle Tennessee, and Ohio
Stale.
This will be the toughest competition lor both the Fall and the
spring season.
"Any wins that we get at this
tournament are going to be
something to really be proud of"
coach Penny Dean said.
The Falcons have only seen
the liuckeyes and Hoosiers in
action and do not know what to
expect from the weekend but
would like to learn from the
weekend.
"We can leam from them from
their game situations and see
some new shots that we want to
learn."
The I loosiers have an experienced leam with eight girls back
and one new freshman, Karie
Schlukebir and have been competing well this season placing in
hall of their singles matches and
three out of four doubles matches.
Ohio State finished up last
season sixth qualifying for the
NCAA tournament. Added to
their team are three strong freshman that ranked at the top of
their high school's conferences.
Middle Tennessee finished up
last year with a "disappointing"
9-16 record. Returning for the
Raiders are only 2 players, six
new Ireshman are added to
them.

Pirates lose Wright to waivers, drop four other players
Associated Press Writer

1'HISBUKGH
—
Ron
Wright, once considered the
Pittsburgh Pirates' heir apparent at first base, was claimed
off waivers by the Cincinnati
Reds as the Pirates made a
series of roster moves Thursday.
Dropped from the 40-man
roster and assigned outright to

Triple-A Nashville were righthander Jason Phillips, who
made the team coming out of
spring training; catcher Tun
I.aker; left-hander JeffTahaka;
and utilityman John Wehner.

Kendall, pitchers Rich Loiselle
and Javier Martinez, and
infielders
Ivan
Cruz,
Ed
Sprague and Doug Strange.

The moves left 36 players on
the roster: 19 pitchers, three
catchers, six infielders and
eight outfielders. The Pirates
have six players on the 60-day
disabled list: catcher Jason

Wright once was considered
the key player in the four-man
trade that sent former 20-game
winner
Denny
Neagle
to
Atlanta in August 1996. hut his
Pirates minor-league career
was interrupted frequently by
back problems.

wards. In Ihe past, Bonvie has
been tabbed a player with good
skills but questionable work
ethic.
"This is an opportunity for
Chris lo see what he can do,"
Powers said. "Only Chris knows
(If he will play up to his potential). We feel thai Chris should
be one of the best players in the
league this year, he has thai type
of talent and it's up lo him lo
bring il out."
The second variable is the
play of Ihe goallenders. Powers
will go with current numbei one
man freshman Tyler Masters
against Boston College and Tom
Lawson against Northeastern.
However, that does not mean

thai junior Shawn Timm is loII
out in Ihe cold. Powers said that
be wants to see hOVi Masters and
Lawson will perform in game situations.
"I think, initially, Tyler has an
edge on Ihe other two," Powers
said "< lertainly, no one's going lo
throw a bigger challenge at him
than Boston College, so he'll get
a baptismal fire."
Masters says he is ready tor
Ihe challenge.
"Definitely going to be lough
there, they're the number one
team in Ihe country so I'm
expecting a lot of work," The 5-9
160 lb. goalie said. "I'm hoping
lor a lot of work

Wright. 2:1. bit 32 homers in
the minors in 199G and ■% in
1991). hut was limited to 20
games in 1998 before needing
surgery to repair a hemiated
disk and 24 games this season

With first baseman Kevin
Young going into the first year
of a $24 million, four-year contract in 2000. the 1'irates
apparently felt Wright was
expendable.

In minimal playing time at
Double-A Altoona, be hit .213
with no homers and lour Rlils

hand in September and missed

There are two variables that
Powers will have his eye on this
weekend, the first is how the
top line of Adam Edinger and
Ryan Murphy will look with
Chris Bonvie at wing.
"They're just trying to mix
things up and try lo find guys
that work well together and have
some chemistry," Bonvie said "I
enjoy playing with both of them.
We play off each other well."
Powers said that he put Bonvie on the first line because of his
skating ability and finishing
touch. He thinks the junior forward will benefit from playing
with two of the CCHA's lop for-
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Chi Omega Seniors Present

the final three weeks of the sea-

Strange did not play for the
Pirates this season because of
an elbow injury and also is not
expected to return. He signed a
$1 million, two-year contract
before the 1998 season.

FREE Pizzas!

HOCKEY
Continued from page eight.

Sprague. who broke his left

son, was playing under a oneyear contract and is not expected back.
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CCtEBRATE

j •? YEARS or jERvinc BGIU nno THE Bouiunc GREEO communiTY

By purchasing a Pizza during October You are
automaticallyJ entered into • One
~ -1st. prize - 10
-AfLg. „.
Pizzas
the drawing for:
One 2nd prize - 5 Lg. Pizzas
One 3rd prize - 3Lg. Pizzas
Drawing
October 31st

With
2
I
T
E
M
S

One 4th prize - 2 Lg. Pizzas
90 5th prizes - 1 Lg. Pizza

ra.~i.IU*'
. rr,
„
FREE DELIVERY
0|~l5Cip©IIOa
Open weekdays 4 p.m. • Lunch Fri., Sat., Sun.
„„ MRR
l-TZZO
Grea| p|Z2A. SUBS . SALADS • BREADSTICKS
We only u/e Ihe finc/k ingredient/!

Chee OfDdnga
October 16.1999
Julie Stamper & Mart Wolfe
Wendy Reck & Brandon Towne

Cory ,Vi'iid t & Andy Fry
Jenn Pe.> & Mike Ki'itiko-o

Jena Covert & Wes VanAutreve
Jem Pracha & Matt Lobode
Suzy Ashworth & Vfem Troyer
Alison Brown & Jason Anderson

Kelly Grt'nni & Joe Gregg

Joelte DiFbdova & Greg Grisez
Cassie Martin & Brad Beleski

Sue Ol rerress & Jason McCarthy

Bre Diso & Nick Magtosky
KittyKimber & Louie Maso
Scran Namestnik & Bryan Starostro
Angela Gonzalez & Tim Matus
Leigh Kossbiel 8. Pete Sax
Kid/tock&JoeC •
Kristin Karp & Paul Ketey
Holy Lacey & Steve Drickhaner
Julie Beck & Nick Adams
Maggie Mortimer & Scott Sfovesko
Emily Hoogeveen & David Heisler
Abbey Spoonmore & David Krone
Meghan Geletka & Jeff Gionette
Alison Sheehan & Steve Kiroy
Lindsey Hinds & Ben Morrison
Meredith Stitak & Zach Preston

Sarah Ahlers 8. Dave Sampson
Fmily Bi cm-eft & Courtney Shoemaker

Remember

WEETEST

Janet Wile & DJ Ibylor
Wefesai -it.oon & Nick Sweeney
Mebb' i '.viydos & Ray Smndiak
Laure ■ Ki ac/ar & Brent Herb
Candy S impson & Neal Hickey
Saral: Po,; ii & Steve Feehan
Karie! ■ r* a. & Corey Lacey
Jen Abel i Bill Kopfman
Sara Dodeci & Tyson Ho*worth
Roxar»"> A.M'kowitz & Bobby May
Lesley broshes & Tyson Roberts
Jen Bih-ko & Adam Lodovico
Jenny Vfcierrh & Jason Fowkes
Tracy SI -v,ks & BJ Richart
Came Weber & Steve Ketcham
Chrisie Di ozd & Joe Comglio
Becka Jhaiiulski & Aaron Garver

This Saturday • Oct. 16
Assorted Colors
of Roses

$

19.95doz.

Wrapped in cellophane with greens, baby's breath & bow

Basket Arrangements

s~.
starting at

Bud Vase Arrangements
starting at

s-7

Nicki Ri,t for & Josh Amos
Laura .-'lout & Tony Szymezak

Juke Green & Jim Maday

Katie vo>aht& Chris Ldak
Krister. '■■'. ler & Ben Bemecker

########'$»'&'$'$''$'$'$»'$»'$'

-«

l^..i)U

Plush Animals & Balloons Too!

Middle Weigh & Tim Goodenow

Jen Cummings & Ryan ffenton
Mercy Namestnik & Brian Teets

QQ

J. TT• C/O

906 Napoleon Rd. • Bowling Green • 353-8381
Fall Hours. Mon -Fri. 8 lo 5:00; Sal. 8 lo 4; Sun. 12-4
www. klolztloial.com
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Campus Events
1999-2000
UNIV 100:
Peer Facilitator Selection
APPLY TO BE A
PEER FACILITATOR
Pick up an application in the
FYE office,
406 Moseley Hall
Starting Monday, Oct 18. 1999.
And learn more about UNIV 100 and
Peer Facilitators at one of our
Information sessions
Monday. Oct 18 6-7pmState Room ol the Union.
Wed Oct 20 1 -2pm in
the Faculty Lounq<? *n the Union
Attn. Golden Key Members
Meeting Tuesday Oct 19
102 BA9pm
BGSU Bloodmobile
October 18, 19. 20 at Otscamp Halt
Conference Rm. 101 1tam-5pm.
October 21 at Campus Bookstore Forum.
11am-5pm.

Travel

Services Offered
SKYDIVE NOW don't wait or it A ii be
too late End of season special. Si 10 00
per student Skydive BG, 352-5200 ONLY 10 MINUTES FROM BGSU Wastercard/ViSA accepted
Worried about pregnancy77
Fr.ee Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Cam- i

Box City 99
Oct. 15-16 - 9 00 p.m.
Tickets on sale alt week
S5-BURSARABLE
Union Foyer 11-3
Life is Beautiful
8pm 4 11pm.
Thursday & Friday
111 Olscamp
$2 with University ID

Poster Sale
Music. Rock, and other posters
October I2lh-15th
Student Services Forum
Above the Bookstore
Questions, contact 372-2343
Study Abroad Returnees:
Market your International Experience
Learn how to incorporate your overseas
experience into your resume! Learn tips
on how lo talk with fulure employers
about what you gamed from studying
abroad Come to a re-entry session on
Monday. October 18 at 3 30 p.m in the
conference Room of the Career Services
Office (360 Saddlemire Student Services
Building) Call 372-0309 with questions
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
By popular demand the Application
deadline has been extended to
Friday, October 15 @ 5pm
(at the front desk ol the Alumni Center)
Pick one up at the Alumni Center, 405
Student services or download it from
our Website'

Personals
#1 Spring Break 2000 Specu *
Cancun Jamaica. Bahamas. & •
Now Hiring Campus Reps'
Best Prices Guaranteed
1-800-??4-7007.
www endlessuminertours,co<11
'' * Delta Sigma Pi * " J
Secret Howie
Good luck on Review i
You'll do great'
Your Secret Big(s)
' ' ' Delta Sigma Pi" '
*"' Delta Sigma PI'"
ShawnGood luck at Review I
You'll do great!
Love, Diane
■ • ' DSP ' DSP " DSP ' " •"
Lil' Leah.
Good luck at Review I'
I'm very proud of you. Keep up It*
Your B :
Jen
'' • DSP ' DSP ' DSP ■''
•' Delta Sigma Pi' '
Lil Ryan.
Good luck with Review i'
I know you'll make me proua'
Your Big. Htalhef
"' Delta Sigma Pi''
Lil' Brian.
Good luck @ Review 1 boy
You're domg so well"
Keep il up1
Love. Your '
Brigid
• * Delia Sigma Pi"'
JimIt's your time to shine
Good luck with Review I1
-Your Sacral;
'' Delta Sigma Pi * *
' * Delta Sigma Pi* *
Lil' Kim.
Study hard lor Review I
and you'll do great!
Good Luck
Love
Your Big Emily
* * Delta Sigma Pi' '
Lil Valerie.
Good luck al Review V
You'll do great, just study
Your B.q
Kahe
• Delta Sigma Pi"'

Cinemark Theatres

CINEMA 5 VST*
1234 N. Main St. 354-0558.
•Fight Club (R)
12:40
Three Kings (R)
12:30 4 20 '30 10 1C
■Random Hearts (R)
12:20 4 'i 'II \-.y
The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
12:00 2:20 4 4. '.
i
Double Jeopardy (R)
12:10 2:30 4 >0 ! >'.• 9 •!•':

'Sorry No Passes
Admission S5.25 Matinees S3 25
T'mes Kted in boid a* 'o' S^i

American I leu i |
AssociationryuHwiiPmii

' ' Delta S gma Pi ' '
Lil' JulieGood luck at Review I!
You'll do awesome!
Your Big.
Carrie
" ' Delta Sigma Pi' ■
• " Delta Sigma Pi""
Lil Nate.
Good job so far.
Good luck with Review One
Know the purpose and make
us proud!
Your Big,
Titanie
' ' Delta Sigma Pi''
• • Delta sigmi PI ■ ■
Lil Theresa,
Good luck at Review 1!
Know the purpose
Make me proud.
Your Big.
Webby
■ • Delta Sigma PI ■"
• • Delta Sigma Pi" •
Lil Keith
Study hard & you're bound
to make me proud'
Good luck in Review M
Love, Melanie
• # DELTA SIGMA PI • •
LIL TRACI,
GOOD LUCK AT REVIEW ONE1
YOU'LL DO GREAT'
I V U'
Your Big. Megan
"" Delia Sigma Pi * '
Lil Andy.
Good Luck at Review One! You
have done a great job so lar. so
keep up the good work Make your
"family" proud'!
Your Big
MIRANDA
' " Delta Sigma Pi ' '
• BGSU WRFC •
GOOD LUCK WOMENS RUGBY
BEAT MICHIGAN STATE!
Love. Mary Kind A The '99 Fall Rookies
"BGSU WRFC "

' Delia Sigma Pi *
Little Howard
Great Job so Far!
Good Luck with Review OneMake your family proud'
Love Your Big Katie
■ Delta Sigma Pi ■

Brioricli
Buffet
uiaufrnaius
*JMt,iM9-7rr»

• • DELTA SIGMA PI • ■
Lil' Candy
You make me so proud!
• Study haid 4 Review 1 '
Your Big.
CAROL

• Delta Sigma Pi'
Little Carrie,
Awesome Job thus lar!
Good luck on Review I
I know you'll make your
family proud!
Love, Your Big. Grand Big & Secret

r>

• /" ,/», until 2 />"
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Personals

Help Wanted

For Sale

Browse icpt com tor Spnngbreak "2000".
ALL destinations ottered. Trip participants, student orgs & campus reps wanted Fabulous parties, hotels & prices. Call
Inter-Campus 800-327-6013.

""Put posters up on campus or get a
group and go free lo Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica or Flonda for Spring Break No
selling involved. Lowest prices and reputable company make it easy.
springbreaktravel com 1 -800-678-6386

• • • • POSTER SALE
The Poster Sale is returning to campus
Tues, Oct. 12lh • Fit. Oct. 15th
Between 10am and 5pm
2nd Roof of Student Services
If you missed the last one,
now's your chance!
Hope to see you there!
Sponsored by UAO

Personals

Student to organize Florida Spring
Break Trip. Travel free and comic
Please respond to the following e ■
dress. Terrv@edexDerience com t i
natively, lax resume to 904-2553301 or
CALL 1-877-323-7474

s

'" SKI 2000 & Millennium Fiesta '"
Crested Butte Jan 3-8 starling at $329
(5nts) New Years in MEXICO via TWA
Dec 28(5nts) and Jan. 2 (Grits)
Book Now' 1-800TOUR-USA
www.studentexpress.com
" "SPRING BREAK 200tF
Free trips. Free Dnnks. Free Meals'
Hottest Destinations. Lowest Rates
1800-426-7710-www sunsplashtours com
BG Flea Market. Retro, funky stuff. Wood
County Fairgrounds Oct 16 & 17th, 8am4pm. Fresh coffee & lunch available.

PARENTS OF THE YEAR
ESSAY CONTEST
"The most valuable lesson I learned from
my parents or caregivers was .."
'Submit a one-page essay telling why'
'your parents deserve lo be"
"Parents of ihe Year*
All ossays inlo 330 Student Union
Any Ouestions contact Rachel Fulkerson
@ 372 2343
Deadline is Wed . Oct 20th

www.cinemark.com ^

Friday, October 15, 1999

SPRING BREAK 2000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE"! HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG. TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS, 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE. WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP, SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

Wanted

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5 30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with Ihe company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5 00 PM (Monday-Friday) al
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC , 428 Clough Street. Bowling G'ten,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kmko's and Dairy Queen next to Ihe railroad tracks

"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air. Hotul, Meals.
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6366
"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona. South Beach, Flonda
$129! springbreaktravel com 1-800-6786386
1986 Nissan Sentra
4 cyl.. 119K miles. 5-speed, 1 owner,
well maintained $1400 OBO, 352-1062

FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
Wanted ASAP Subleaser
Clean, quiet efficiency apt.
$280/month, UTILITIES INCLUDED
Call 353-3164

Help Wanted
SS MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS SS
Versity.com an Inlernet note taking company is looking for an entrepreneurial studenl to run our business on your campus
Manage studenls. make tons of money.
excellent opportunity' Apply online
at www.versify com, contact jobsQversity.com or call (734) 483-1600 exl. 888
SLOOO's WEEKLY! Stuff envelopes al
home for $2 each plus bonues. F/T, P/T.
Make $800* weekly guaranteed! Free
supplies For details, send one stamp to:
N-181. PMB 552. 1021 Wilshire Blvd..
Los Angeles. CA 90025
SI50O weekly potential mailing our circulars For info call 203-977-1720.
Activists:
Call All Environmentalists!
Beal Ihe system and fighl back'
Help Ohio's largest environmental
organization protect what's ours'
$350 "week 2-10 M-F
Call 866-44G3 Full & Part-Time
Automotive Distribution
Excellent pad lime opportunity located m
the Ampoinl area near Owens Tech.
Starling pay is $10 OOp/hour. No experience necessary. Must have a consistent
6-month work history and reliable transportation Renhill will be accepting applications al Kaufman's at the Lodge near
the Quality Inn in Bowling Green on
Wooster Si on Tuesday. October 19th
between 10 00am and 3.00pm Bring 2
ids and be prepared wilh pasl job information
1-800-776-8722
Dancers wanted, all new adult cabaret
511 Monroe St, Toledo. OH 419-2553864
Days Inn
Hiring for From Desk Positions.
Apply within, 1550 E Woosler 352-5211.
Desk Clerk needed for local motel. 3rd
shift, must work weekends Apply at
Buckeye Inn or phone 352-1520.
Direct Care/Residential Specialist Full
and part tune positions available to provide care and support to individuals with
developmental disabilities living in the
Children's Home and area group homes.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends Slartmg wage S7.14-S8.52 depend
mg on experience/education Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits Musi be 16. have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically
fit and able to lilt GOibs Applications accepted al Sunshine Inc. of Northwest
Ohio, 7223 Maumee-Western Rd., Maumee. Ohio. M-F Irom 8 30am to 4.30pm
EOE

BG Flea Market. Relro. funky stuff. Wood
County Fairgrounds Oct. 16 A 17th. 8am4pm Fresh coffee & lunch available.

SPRING BREAK 2000
StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students to promote
Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel FREE
Top campus reps can earn a Free Trip
& over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Jamaica or Nassau1
Book Trips On-line.
Log In and win FREE Stuff.
Sign up now On Line!
www.StudentCity.com
or 800/293-1443

Compaq laptop with scanner & zip drive

$900
Call 353-7035

HELP WANTED
Anatomy & Physiology Inslructor. Day or
evenings Immediate positions Teaching
experience a plus (419)874-4496
Help wanted Experience preferred, but
not necessary. 10-15 hrs'wk Apply in
person al Howard's Club H. 210 N. Main.
B.G. 352-3195
Now hiring telephone interviewers for day
and night hours No selling involved
$67hr Flexible to class schedules Apply
© 13330 Bishop Rd or call 352-8115.
Out-going, energetic person needed in
our customer service dept. at the St.
James. Club. Full and part-time positions available. This position would require you to be included in all areas of
the fitness club. Apply in person at
The St. James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo. OH
841-5597
OVERNIGHT CARE PROVIDER-Having
difficulty finding time to work a part time
job into your busy schedule? Sunshine,
Inc. of Northwest Ohio is looking for an individual to be available from 12 midnight
until 6am, 3-4 nights per week to sleep (or
study). Individuals need someone in the
home for emergencies only Wage is
SS. 15 hour Additional hours paid at
S6.93-S8.27 range. Applications accepted
at Sunshine. Inc of Northwest Ohio. 7223
Maumee-Western Rd.. Maumee. Ohio. MF from 8 30am-4 30pm EOE

COMPUTER FOR SALE
Good first computer for students
Macintosh Centrus 610 computer
with manuals.
250 meg Hard Drive. Ram 28meg,
wilh mouse and extended keyboard.
External 1 gig hard drive, 80 meg HD
Nee CD Rom Drive
14 inch Apple Plus Color Monitor
US Robotics 56K Modem
All cables including SCSI terminator
Microsoft Windows for Mac; Quicken
and other assorted software.
$600 or best offer.
Call 419-353-9265, Lv message
For Sale
Washer A Dryer $100 OBO

Call 353-6469
For sale Bach Slradivarious Bb Tenor
Trombone Used for concert band only.
Excellent condition Appraised at and asking for 1500 00 Call 353-9265, ask for
Shannon.
Homes from $199.30 mo. repos. 4%
down O.K. credit For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 exl H584
Hondai from $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 exl. 4558
Microfndge, one year old-like new. Make
offer. Call 353-0139 ask for David.
Professional, wooden, le Blanc clarinet
for sale Please call 353-7181
Small pickup shell w/locking glass cap &
sliding side windows. Was on a *91 Nissan pickup, shortbed. $200. 353-3060.

For Rent

Part time/full time positions packing
Canadian Bacon Country Smoked
Meats. $6.50/hr. apply © 510 Napolean
Rd, BG
Stable help wanted in exchange for
horseback riding time. 5 hrs. per week, 10
miles from BG Flexible wilh schedule
Reliable transp a must. Must be dependable!' Call 669-3170, leave message
Trotters Tavern
Looking for day and night cooks & waitresses. Tips are great & hours are flexible. Applications are available on Fridays
12-5pm. 119 N Main St, BG.
VAN DRJVER - part-time. Provide transportation to and from social services
agency Must be between Ihe ages of 2165. possess a valid Ohio drivers license
and an excellent driving record. Salary
$7 69 per hour. Submit resume to Children's Resource Center. P O Box 738.
Bowling Green. OH 43402

"Houses and apartments. 2000-2001
school year Listing available 24 hrs. at
316 E. Merry. *3 Call 353-0325 between
9am-8pm/will mail listings Also 2000 or
2001 second semester apts available.
1.2,3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$425
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
One and two bedroom furnished apartments available now 352-7454.
Subleaser needed One bedroom apartment $415 a month plus electric. Call
354-2072.
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COME SEE THE BAND EVERYONE'S
BEEN TALKING ABOUT...

y UrHfeforever

°

JOHN NEWLOVE

^0B n

COUPON

H B^^

REAL ESTATE J-I MEDIUM 7!

■ ITWO ITEM PIZZAl

CHECK OUT OUR FEW
REMAINING LOCATIONS
*************
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
Tenants pay util. $450/Mlh tor 1
Person. $500/Mth for 2 People.

*************
516 S. MAIN • 2 BR duplex.
$395-1 Person/S435-2 People.
Income qualifications must be
met.

*************

JUKEBOX

DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.
NO PETS ALLOWED"

■J

Voted Best Pizza
■ 4''95-'96''97''98>

m Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold m

■ Coupon

Free Delivery^

Expires

12/31/99

nrnnu
352-5166

1

I

y203 N. Main, B.G,.

lo*
m*

^mmmLwtm

Serving You ^^j

OPEN

*************

FEATURING COMICS
FROM HBO, SHOWTIME,
"DAVID LETTERMAN"
AND
"THE TONIGHT SHOW"!

This Week:

ALLYN BALL
SHOWTIMES
WED & THURS 8 PM
FRI & SAT 8PM & 10:30
2FOR1
ADMISSION W/AD
EXPIRES: 10/15

show starts
at 1 Opm

.
, 1 0-16-99
this Saturday
EASY
EET

■

FOR THE PRICE OF A
MOVIE CHOOSE LIVE
PROFESSIONAL STANDUP
COMEDY!

*************
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE
354-2260
319 E. Wooster, B.G.
Across street from Taco Bell

U6 Noem MAIN - BOWUNG GKtN

5319 Heatherdowns at
Reynolds Rd.
Resv. 867-9041
$2 admission every Wed.
w/college I.D.
Must be 18 to enter
Conr.xtionscomedyclub.cornJ

S

